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ÀBSTRACT

This study vas deslgned to compare the effectiveness of
a one-session indlvidual hypnosis treatnent and a
three-session individual hypnosis treatment. Fifty-three
subjects vere randomly assigned to the tr¡o groups, with 26
in the one- and 27 in the three-session approach. Seven
subjects completed three sessions, with a 74 percent dropout
rate. This high rate may have been related to lack of
screening for subjects, and that motivational incentlves
\rere not required for attending sessions. Of the 12
subJects r¡ho conpleted at least ttro sesslons, four vere
abstlnent from smoking at three months (33t). One of the 31
one-session attenders tias abstinent at three nonths.
Extensive qualltatlve findlngs are reported in this
research. Of interest is that 72 percent of wonen stated
that weight gain was a factor that might keep them from
successfully quittlng smoking.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Before entering into indivldual counselllng a cllent
usualLy has three questions: 1) WiIl the counselIlng

be

effective?;2) How long ruill lt take?; and, 3) Hon much will
it cost? À fourth concern, perhaps not verbalized, is: 9fillthe counselling cause me harm? These four variables
effectiveness, tlne, cost, and safety, are inportant to take
into conslderatlon vhen offering a counselllng program.
They must also be looked at in relation to each other. For
exanple, most methods that are tlme efficient are also cost
efficient, being that tlme and cost are alnost dlrectly
related. Hovever, effectlveness nay not be directly related
to time. In some sltuations a progran must be glven
adequate time to produce the desired resuLts. Thus. having
a less time consuning progran in this case, and thus less
costly, may also result ln less effectiveness. Safety and
effectiveness are not always directly related. Sometimes
the most effective technique is also the most dangerous. In
concluslon then, a client vill most likely want a prograln of
counselling that safely produces the deslred results, in the
Ieast anount of time, and thus for the least cost.
Not all problems dealt with in counselllng can be given
a certain tlme frane, and therefore sone programs need to be
open ended. However, r¡ith a speciflc issue such as quitting
smoklng, rnost organizations offer a set nunber of sessions.
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The questions, then, are: 1) What is a safe, effective

nethod for assisting people to quit snoking?; and' 2)

is the optimum nunber of sesslons needed to

What

produce

abst inence?

Holroyd (1980) evaluated I7 smoking cessation programs
that involved hypnosis. Sixty percent of the studies showed
to be èS, or more, successful vhen compared to a review of
89 non-hypnosis snoking interventions (Holroydr 1980, p.

353). Thus, hypnosls is an effective method for assisting
people in quitting snoking.
There are many nyths surrounding hypnosis, sone saying
that it is harmful. Erikson (1980), vho sas a well known
psychiatrist and hypnotherapist, dispelled many of these
ruyths. He concluded: tf ln summary, then, the literature
offers little credlble information concerning possible
detrimental effects of experimental hypnosls, atthough
replete with dogmatic and opinionated denunciations founded
on outr*orn and untenable concepts of the phenonenontt
(Erikson, 1980, p. 4971. Erikson went on to say that in
hls experience rrbased upon several thousand trances on
approximately 300 indlvidual subjects, some of vhon were
hypnotized at least 500 tlmes each over a period of four to
six years, reveals no evidence of such harnful effectsfl
(Erikson, 1980, p. 497). Hypnosis is actually a ¡nethod
rvhere a person is guided into a physically relaxed state,
r,rith a heightened sense of avareness. It is both harnless

and enJoyable.

À reviev of the literature

(see Appendix A) shoved

there is no standard number of sessions used in hypnosis
treatment. Authors use fron one (example, Stanton, 1978) to
seven (example, Porrell, 1980) sessions. Stanton (19?8)
advocated a one-session approach. He stated that more than
one session served only to allor¿ the client tine to delay
the decislon to quit smoking. Based on the use of
multi-sessions, presumabì-y other authors believe a
multi-session approach is more appropriate.
If indeed one session is as effective as multlple
sessions, then the most cost and time efficient route r¡ould
be with the one session. A neta-analysis of the research
(see Àppendix À) showed that the one- and nulti-visit
approaches \rere sinilar in effectiveness. Hovever, since
the tvo approaches uere not tested vithin one research
project, it is difficult to drav conclusions solely on the
meta-analysis. There nay be factors unlque to each study to
cause results. For example, one study may have a certain
success rate due to highly motivated subjects, and another
nay have a high success rate because of an experienced
hypnotist. The one- and multi-sessions need to be
compared in one research study. Cornve1l et aI. (1981)
did compare a one- and multl-session treatment. The
results shor¡ed that the nultiple treatnent lras 50 percent
nore effective than the slngle treatment. Horrever, the two
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vere not significantly dlfferent. The authors stated that
this ruas possibly due to using sma1l sanrple sizes for each
treatnent group (l-0 for each group). Thus, the results of
the Cornvell et aI. (1981) study are suggestive, and vorthy

of further research.
In summary, research has provided data vhich
suggested that hypnosis is effectlve in helping people qult
smoking. It is also harmless. Not knonn, though, is how
many individual sessions are optimal.
Literature Reviev
A reviev of the literature

(see Àppendlx À) shorled that

treatnent types have been studied. These
included: a) the individual single-sesslon approach
(Barabasz et aI., 1984; Berkositz et a1., L979; CornveII et
a1., 1981; Javel, 1975; Rabkin et a1., 1984; Stanton, 1978)t
b) the individual single-session approach vith optional
additional sessions (Sheehan and Surnan, L982; Shevchuk et
â1., t977); c) the individual multi-session approach (Byrne
and Whyte, L987 ¡ Cornwell et âI., 1981; Lambe et 41., 1986;
MacHovec and Man, 1978; Perry and Mullen, 1975; Povell,
1980; Schubert, 1983; l{atkins, 1976)); d) the group approach
(Barabasz et aI., 1986; Barkley et 41., J-977; Horvitz et
a1., 1985i Jeffrey et aI., 1985; Jeffrey and Jeffrey, 1988;

many hypnosls

MacHovec and Man,

1978; Neufeld and Lynn, 1988; Pederson et

al., L975i Sanders, L9771¡ and e) hypnosis conbined vith
another treatment type (Barabasz et a1., 1986; Pederson et
ä1., 1975; Pederson et a1., 1979; Tori, 1978). Combining
studies that included six month abstinence rates showed
treatnents arcrd, and e to be 32.A3, 39 .85, 32.5, and 45
percent effective (there were too fer¡ studies to analyze
treatment b). The average of the four treatments uas 35.9
percent. There was no statistical significant difference
betr¡een the four treatments (p ( .05; see Àppendix I for
computations). That is, essentially the treatment types
rdere equally ef fective.
Neufeld and Lynn (1988) cited a self-help suroking
program as being betveen three to six percent effective, at
slx months. Using the self-help study as a control measure,
the averäge (35.9t) of the above hypnosis studies achieved a
far better rate of success.
Methodological Limitations
A review of the studies shoved methodological

limitations involvlng: sanpling groups, validity of self
reports, non-standard follow-up reporting, abstlnence
measures, and screening procedures. Many types of sample
groups Lrere used. These included university students,
volunteers, and patients from clinics and hospitals. Fev
studies randonly assigned subjects to treatment groups.
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Tventy-three of the 25 studies revietred used self

reports for determining subjectsf treatnent Success' Rabkin
et al. ( 1984 ) and Cornr¡eLl et al . ( 1981) used blood
samples to determine serum thiocyanate. This is a
bioche¡nicaI indicator of the amount of clgarettes smoked'
physiological tests, hovever, are both expensive and time
consuming, and they are, therefore, not easy to use in a
research study; even though these tests are invaluable in
self rePorts.
FolIov-up reporting vas not standard throughout the
studies. Sometlmes subjects vho could not be reached for
f ollor*¡-up vere cons idered treatment f a i Lures . Also,
occasionally subjects r¿ho dropped out before completion
vere counted as treatment failures. Both of these measures
lead to more conservative results. That is, if a study
does not include dropouts ln the final abstinence rate,
the rate will be higher than a study that does include the
dropouts. Different vays of reporting treatment Success
to compare studies.
make it difficult
Abstinence from smoking rlas not consistently defined

conf irrning

for all studies. Àbstinence rras sometimes considered to
mean that the subject had not smoked since the treatment.
Other ti¡nes it vas defined as the subject not having smoked
for a certain period of time before the follov-up' A
standardized definition of abstinence r¡ou1d provide for more
accurate comparisons.
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Eight studies screened volunteers and excluded them
from the research (Jeffrey et al., 1985; Jeffrey and
Jeffrey, L988; MacHovec and Man, 19?8; Perry and Mullen,
19?5; Rabkin et a]., 1984; Schubert, 1983; Sheehan and
Surman, 1982; Ifatkins, 1975). Since Screening measures vere
not consistent throughout, it 1s difficult to compare
results .
Factors relating to Treatment Success

analysis of the nost successful studies in the
l iterature ( see Append ix À ) r,ras done . Factors cons idered
likeIy to be related to increased effectiveness are listed.
Note Lhat studies cited in this section all obtained a
success rate of at least 40 percent.
1. Individualized hypnosis suggestions- Holroyd
( l_980 ) revier¡ed L7 hypnosis studies and concluded that
individualized suggestions sere related to higher success
rates. CornveII et aI. (1981), JaveI (1980), Sanders
(1977), Schubert (1988), Stanton (1978), and, Watkins (1976)
Àn

gave clients both standardized and individualized

suggestions during hypnosis. Each of these studies obtained

a 40 percent or better success rate. Individual suggestions
vere based on the clients ovn reasons and motivations for
vanting to quit snoking.
2. Variety of hypnosis suggestions . Javet ( L980 ) ,

I
Stanton (19?8)' and Vfatkins (1976) used a variety of
hypnosis techniques for each client, involving

visualizations, feelings, and auditory suggestions. Not alI
people respond to one kind of suggestions. Therefore , by
using a variety of techniques, it is more likely that a
person r,¡111 respond to at least one of then.
3. I{hite sound. Barabasz et aI. (1986) and MacHovec
and Man (1978) used a stereo to play background
environnental sounds to subjects, Background nusic serves
to create a restricted environmental stirnulation situation.
Restricted Environnental Stimulation Therapy (REST) has been
cited by Barabasz et al. (1985) to increase hypnotic
responsiveness. White sound therefore may enable the
hypnosis to be more effective.
4. The counsellors expressed expectation of success.
Stanton (1978) let each client knor,¡ that he expected the
hypnosis to be successful. He stated that this attitude of
confidence and expectation transfered to the client, thus
increasing the rate of success.
5. Conbining hypnosis with another technique. As
discussed in the review (see Appendix A) some studies
conbined hypnosis t¡ith another technique such as counselling
or rapid smoking. Many other studies did not label their
research as a combined method, Yet employed various
counseLling strategies. It is therefore difflcult to
compare studies, and the effect of the combined methods.
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three of f our studies where it \ras clear that
counselling was used yith hypnosls (Watkins L976; Pederson
et a1., 19?5; Pederson et 41., L979 ) shoned an approxinately
50 percent abstlnence rate. Barkley et a1. (L977 ) used
counselling and hypnosis vith a 25 percent success rate.
Torl (19?8) and Barabasz et aI- (1985) also used a
combined technique. Tori tested hypnosis ttith both rapid
smoking and satiation smoking. These involve having the
client repeatedly smoke until feeling nauseous. These
techniques have an element of danger to them, in that there
is a possibility of nicotine overdose. Barabasz et aI.

Hor¿ever,

combined hypnosis with Restricted Environmental Stimulation

Therapy (REST). White sound rllas used over earphones to
produce a REST situation. Both studies achieved over 46

percent success.
FoItov-up Time Period

to compare studies
revieced was that follorr-up times tlrere inconsistent. Some
studies reported two month follov-up tines, while others
reported three, six, nine, 10, 12, and 24 month tirnes. The
average drop in abstinence betr¡een three and six rnonths, and
betrseen six and L2 nonths is tllustrated in Table L.
Overall, between three and six months, 6.5 percent of people
began snoking. Bet¡veen six and LZ months, 1.8 percent
The main reason it was difficult
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started again.
smok

From

three to LZ months, 7.7 percent

began

ing.

Table

L

Comparison of Àbstinence Rates

Study

Berkor¡itz
Stanton

N

40
75
L37
Baer
85
Byrne
22
Neufe ld
Pederson/79 L7
Peders on/7 5 16
l-0
Tor i
25
Tor i

Number

Number

Abstinent
at 3 Months

Abst i nent
at 6 Months

15
37

t0

49

27

34
37
26

6

5

10
7

9
3
6

2L

L7

4

Number

Àbst i nent

at LZ MonÈhs

33
26
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Statement of the Problem

i ì Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this study were: 1 ) to correct for

of the rnethodological l-imitations in previous hypnosis
studies; 2) to create an effective treatment program based
on the most successful studies frour the literature; and, 3)
to determine the optimal duration of a hypnosis treatment
program, between one and nultiple sessions.
This study overcame some nethodological veaknesses by:
a) using a sample population of smokers from both on and
off a university campus; b) using random assignment to
treatment group; c) defining abstinence clearly at the
outset of the research; and, d) not screening subJects
except for age. That is, subjects needed to be at Least l-8
years oId to participate in the.study. Àlthough there
vere drawback in using self reports, they vere used in this
study. It uras inpractical to use a physiological indicator
of smoking status.
The factors that ltere 1ikely related to high success
rates in previous studies sere incorporated into thls
study. À smoking cessation program lJas designed vlth the
five components: 1) individualized hypnosis suggestions;
2l variety of type of suggestion for each person; 3) t¡hite
sound; 4) the counsellors expressed expectation of success;
some

1,2

and, 5) hypnosis tdith counselling.
The treatment was then made into two groups by giving
one session for group one' and three sessions for group
two. This study then looked at vhich number of sessions
vas optimal.
iiì

Significance of the Study

Às shown by Holroyd (1980) in a literature

revie¡r¡ of

hypnosis and smoking studies, hypnosis is an effective
method for helping people quit smoking. The significance of

this study to both counsellors and smokers is that it adds
insight into the question that relates to cost and time: Hor¡r
many hypnosis sessions are required to produce smoking
cessation? À1so, this study collected qualitative
information relating to smoking cessation. This inforrnation
is useful for counsellors vho assist clients in quitting
snoking, and the clients themselves.
iii ) Nu11 Hvpothesis

1. There is no difference in the effectiveness betveen
a one- and three-session hypnosis treatment for smoking
cessat i on .

l_3

iv I Var iables

Abstinence measure the client has not smoked any
cigarattes since immediately after the last session of

treatment up to LZ weeks later.
Àge - clients must be 18 years of age and older '
Effectiveness - abstinence from smoking at 12 r¡eeks

after treatment.
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CHAPTER

TWO:

METHOD

i ) Subiects

Fifty-three subjects responded to a poster advertising
thestudy(seeÀppendixBfortheadvertisementand
distribution locations). Tventy-six clients were randomly
assigned to the one-session approach, and 27 to the
three-session approach. Three of the 26 one-session people
did not shov for their first appointnent, and Seven of the
27 three-session people did not shon. This left 23 people
in the one-session and 2a in the three-session approach'
Nine of the subjects in the one-session group \tere
malesand]-4verefemales.Ninepeop}einthe
three-sessiongroupveremalesrandllr¿erefenales'
Eightsubjectsinthethree_SeSSiongroupcanetoonly
oneofthesessions.Fourl¡erema}esandfourwere
females. Five people cane to two of the three sessions
(three males and tso femal-es). Seven people completed aIl
three of the three sessions (tno males and five females)
subjects ranged in age from 19 to 59 years. Subjects
rrere unpaid volunteers, and they uere not charged for the
sess ions

.
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lil

Design and Procedure
Makinq Appointments

À random procedure determined whether clients l¡¡ere
placed in the one- or three-session approach (see Appendix

clients vho were assigned to the one-session method
were given a 75 rninute appointment. Clients randomized to
the three-sesslon approach vere given one 75 minute and tt¡¡o
55 minute appointnents. Appendix D contains a schedule of
the available appointment tines. When an appointnent was
schedul-ed, the researcher ansr¡ered any questions the client
had about the study. The client vas given an estimate of
the tirne involved in his,/her participation. HelShe trtas
informed that a consent form nould be given at the first
appointment. À1so, the researcher asked the client to think
about three points before coming to the session:1) f{hat are
your reasons for ldanting to be a non-smoker; 2) How can you
celebrate being a non-smoker; and, 3) How can you prepare
your environment aS a non-smoker (ie. clean out ashtrays,
etc). The second and third point uere used to have the
client develop a positive fra¡ne of ¡nind; that ls, as having
al-ready succeeded, and needing to decide hou to celeblate
c).

successful smoking cessation.
Receiving Clients

16

arrived, they vere requested to fiIl
out a trso-and-a-half page questionnaire, and sign a consent
form. These are included in Appendix E and F, repectively.
The questionnaire was piloted ¡¡ith ten people. Results of
llhen clients first

the pilot study indicated that people understood the
questions, and therefore the questions were not changed.
Horsever, additional items vere added to gather further
information. Itens supplemented vere as follovs: 1) How
nany cigarettes have you smoked in the last day (item 1. on
the Pre-session Questionnaire)i 2) Do other people in your
househol-d smoke ( item 5. ); and, 3) llhat is your reason f or
chosing hypnosis ( item 20. ) .
There vas one consent forrn for clients randonized to

the three session approach, and another for clients
randonized to the one-session (see Àppendix F). clients
vere not directly told that the tno types of treatment r¡ere
being offered. The reason vas to elininate any bias a
client uright have had as to nhich treat¡nent should be more
successful. Clients r,tere told of the trro treatment types
after all follow-up had been completed, and results
tabulated.
A courplete detailed description of the hypnosis
session(s) is presented in Àppendix G. The folloving is

a

brief overvier,¡. In the initial and only session the format
used \Ías: a) a pre-hypnotic counselling discussion, b) a

L7

trance induction, c) personalized vith standardized hypnotic
suggestlons, d) teaching a form of self hypnosis, and e) a
post-hypnotic d iscuss ion.
The pre-hypnotic stage vas used to build rapport,
describe hypnosis, and discuss the clientrs reasons for
r¡anting to quit snoking. General counselling techniques
vere used, such as empathic 1-istening, open questionning,
clarification, and summarization. The clientrs personal
reasons for vanting to quit smoking were repeated during the
hypnosis. This was in accordance vith the analysis of the
Iiterature reviev, vhich showed that the more successful
studies used individualized suggestions.
Tvo trance induction techniques sere used to give the
client time to reLax and become comfortable. The client was
given a choice of four types of background sounds, to be
played on a stereo. This v¡as in accordance vith the white
sound techniques used by MacHovec and Man (1978) and
Barabasz et al. (1986). Both of these studies shoved

a

high success rate.
Five different hypnosis techniques were used vith each
client. Thls vas to provide variety, as used in the more
successful studies. The five techniques used were:
1. Imagine being in your favourite outdoor place - to
associate outdoor, fresh air with being a non-smoker, and to
have the cl-ient feel caln and at peace.
used to
2. Concentrate on breathing fresh air

t_8

further relax the client, and personal suggestions rrrere
interspersed at this time.
3. Chalk board exercise - the client was asked to
imagine urriting on a chalk board. Thls vas to synbolically
associate feelings of success, and of being able to
accomplish the goal of quitting smoking.
4. Movie theatre exercise - here the client vas asked
to imagine natching himself or herserf, in the future as a
successful non-smoker. The client vas then asked to imaqine
being in future situations as a non-smoker.
5. The red baLloon technique - described by Stanton
(1978), again used to synbolize success.
During the five techniques, the client uas encouraged
to access as many of the senses (sight, sound, smel1, touch,
and taste) as possibte. This further provided variety.
The post-hypnotic discussion was used to answer
questions, and talk about the client's reaction to the
hypnosis. À1so, generar counselling techniques \rere used.
The second and thlrd visits for the three-session
clients followed a similar fornat. Hovever, ress tine was
needed since the questionnaire and consent forns had already
been completed. These sessions lasted from 30 to 55
nlnutes.
F o1

lov-up
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Clients vere contacted by phone four, eight, and Lz
r¡eeks after their last day of hypnosis. The literature
review shor¡ed there vas IittIe difference in abstinence
rates betveen three and 12 months. Therefore, a three month
(12 U¡eeks) folIow-up nas used. Questions asked during the
follotr-up are listed in Appendix H.
Data Collection and ÀnalYsis

Thefollovingforms(inÀppendixE)wereusedto
collect data:
1. Pre-Session Questionnaire filled out by subjects'
2.FirstsessionDataFormfilledoutbythe
researcher.

3.SecondsessionDataFormfilledoutbythc
researcher.

4.ThirdsessionDataForm_filledoutbythe
researcher

.

5. First to Third Telephone Follow-up Forms filIed
out by the researcher during a telephone follow-up.
Thenu]lhypothesisUastestedusingchisquarevith
alpha set to .05.
Qualitative information vas consistently recorded for
each subject, by the experinentor, in the session Data
Forms (see Appendix E).
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS ÀND DISCUSSION

Description of Populatlon

Fifty-three subjects responded to the advertisement for
the smoking cessation program. Of these subjects, 26 were
randomly assigned to the one-session approach, and 27 to the
three-session approach. Three of the subjects asslgned to
the one-session group did not show for their first
appointment, and seven of the three-SesSion subjects did not
shor¡. The number of no-shor*¡s by treatment type are not
significanttydifferent(chisquare=1.79rd.f.=L,p>
.05). Details of all chi sguare calculations are
presented in Àppendix

H.

In tota}, 43 subjects participated in the study, t¡ith
18 males (42!ó) and 25 females (58t). The subjects ranged in
age from 19 to 59 years. The average age vas 31 years.
On the Pre-session Questionnaire, clients vere asked to

state the typical nunber of cigarettes they had suroked in
day. On average, clients snoked 20 cigarettes in a day.
This is approximately one package per day. (Detailed
frequencies for each item on the questionnaires are
included in Appendix E. )
Clients had first begun smoking at an average age of
L7. All but two had tried to quit snoking before. The
average number of attempts to quit was tryo. Previous

a
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abstinence rates ranged from a day to over a year.

This study was advertised by posters circulated
throughout the city. Hovever, approxinately half of the
clients found out about the study from a friendr r€lative,
or co-r¡orker. The renaining half directly saw the poster.
Clients !¡ere also asked on the Pre-session
Questionnaire vhether smoking had affected their health.
Eighty-six percent of respondents said it had. By far the
most common affect people reported !/aS shortness of breath
(531). One typical comment vas 'If f have to exert myself
in any vayr such as running to the bus, or r¡alking up
stairs, I easily feel out of breatht. Other common affects
rrrere reduced endurance (28%), and a lack of energy, or
tiredness (191) . A common co¡n¡nent r¡as I I f eel tired and run
down all the timer . Six clients mentioned that colds
quickly turned into bronchitis, and they believed this vas
related to smoking. One client stated that she had tvice
suffered from a collapsed lung. She felt this vas directly
due to smoking.

Related to subjects' health affects was their reason

for wanting to quit. The sane number (86%) that felt
snoking had affected their health wanted to quit to be more
healthy. This vas the ¡nost common response to the question
'Tlhat are your reasons for wanting to quit smoklng?r The
next most common response vas to save money, sith 74 percent
selecting this alternative. Considering the average amount
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a package a day, subjects could hope to save
about L20 dollars a month by stopping snoking. The next
three nost frequent responses all related to heath, such as
Ito have more energyt, rto breathe easierr, and tto be nore
active in exercise | . In sunmary, then, the two rnost comnon
reasons for vanting to qulL smoking were for increased
health and to save money.
When subjects ltere asked what benefits they got from
smoking, they most frequently responded rto help me relaxt
( 70à ) , t to help rne r¡hen I rm nervous | (77t^) t and rsomething
smoked rdas

to do r¡ith my hands' (74t). When asked t¡hat might prevent
them from quitting, 58 percent stated fstressr. It seems
likely then, that smoking is used as a stress management
tool.
Another obstacle to quitting smoking vas the fear of
veight gain. Wonen feared gaining neight far more than did
men, with 72 percent of the t¡¡omen, and only 11 percent of
the men stating this concern. Typically tromen vho had tried
to quit smoking before had gained weight. One client stated
that she had gained 20 pounds on her last attenpt to quit.
Another cllent stated a common concern, I I sometlnes feel
lt t s a choice betr¡een smok ing or gainlng weight I .
According to the literature reviev (see Appendix À),
Six of seven
this concern about velght is very realistic.
studies shoved weight gain for many subjects is associated
r¿ith snoking cessation (Baer et al., L976; Barabasz et aI.,
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1985; Cornvell et a1., 1981; Javel, 1980; Sanders, L974;
Sheehan & Surman, 1982). Subjects who quit in these studies
gained averages of seven to 11 pounds. Sheehan and Surnan
found that 75 percent of subjects r¡ho quit smoking gained
r,reight. Barabasz et a1. f ound that fe¡naIes vho stopped
smoking gained more veight than males r¡ho stopped.
The results of this study show that veight gain is

a

concern that may keep women fron quitting smoking. Àlso, it
is likety that these women r¡ould gain weight, based on

previous studies.
when subjects were asked hov much they vanted

to quit

Twenty-one percent stated
smoking, most (?4t) said ra lott.
,somewhat'. This item on the questionnaire was used to get

an indicator of the subjectrs motivation to qult snoking.
Later analysis will relate this ite¡n to success in quitting.
Ànother item denoting urotivation to quit tlas a
subjectrs reasons for chosing hypnosis. Clients trere asked
on the Pre-session Questionnaire to state reasons for
chosing hypnosis for quitting smoking. One third of
respondents said they chose hypnosis because they had heard
or believed it r¡as a helpful method that indeed works. A
typical comment for this group vas ra friend of mine tried
hypnosis and hets quit for a long time novf. Approxiurately
another third chose hypnosis because ritrs freef, or flrm

Believing hypnosis rrill t*ork t oT
curious to give it a try'.
trying it because it is there are quite different reasons.
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These vilI

later be anal.ysed and compared to success in the

program.

During the session, the background nusic selected most
often (by 56* of subjects) was the l,¡ave tape. I began the
experiment by using a microphone overlaying my voice on the

music. Four of the first flve clients requested that the
nicrophone not be used. since most of the first people
didntt vant the ¡nicrophone, I decided to discontinue its use
for. the renaining 38 PeoPle.
Afterthehypnosis,subjectsvereaskedfortheir
feelings and impressions of the hypnosis. A typical comment
uasrrtm surprised at how relaxed I feelt. ÀImost 70
percent of people commented on feeling very relaxed and
calm. One subject mentioned that she felt as if she had
just had an eight hour sIeep. other session information vas
consistently collected, and is listed in Appendix E'
Data Relatinq to the HYPothesis
The nuII hypothesis of this study \das: There is

no

difference in the effectiveness between a one- and
three-session hypnosis treatnent for snoking cessation' My
sense ulas that the three-session approach r¡ould be more
effective, even though the literature review did not shot¿¡ a
significant difference. The study by cornvell et aI.
(1981)vassuggestivethatmultipleSessions\'eremore
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effective, yet significance rr¡as not found possibly due to a
smaIl sample size. In the Cornr¡e}l et al. study, three of
10 of the one-session subjects vere abstinent at two months,
as opposed to six of 10 of the multiple-session subjects.
I{ith a larger sample I believed the multiple-session
approach would be shown to be more effective than the
one-session approach.

f{ith the original nu¡nbers of people assigned to each
group, it seemed it vould be simple to test the hypothesis.
Honever, I had not accounted for a large number of people
dropping out of the study. Ten of the original 53 subjects
did not show for their first appointment. This left 23
subjects in the one-session treatment, and 20 in the
three-session treatment. Às the study progressed,
three-session subjects began not showing for additional
sessions. By the end of the study, only seven people had
attended the fuIl three sessions. Five attended two
sessions, and eight of the 20 attended only one. This
equates to a 74 percent dropout rate for people originally
signed up f or the three-session ¡nethod.
Since there \ras such a high dropout rate, I re-analyzed

the literature to discover if other researchers had
encountered the säme problem. The analysis shor¡ed that 10
of the 24 studies reported dropouts (Barkley et al., L977¡
Cornwell et aI., 1981; Jeffrey et al., L985i Jeffrey and
Jeffrey, 1988; Lambe et aL., 1986; Pederson et â1., L979;
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Rabkin et aI., 1984; Schubert, 1988; Shewchuk et aI., L977;
llatkins, ]g76). Dropouts in these studies occured r'rhen

subjects did not come to the first scheduled appointment, ot
did not conplete treatment. Barkley et aI. reported that 2L
percent of the subjects missed at l-east one session.
cornwell et al. reported only one subject as having dropped
out. Jeffrey et at. reported a 37 percent dropout rate.

Jeffrey and Jeffrey said 41 percent dropped out'
Lanbe et aI. (1986) stated that subjects in their study
completed at least one of the tr¡o sessions. The researchers
did not, hor*ever, state hor* many subjects conpleted the tvo
sessions. Pederson et aI. (19?9) reported a 25 percent
rate, Rabkin et a1. (l-984) 20 percent, schubert (l-988) 24
percent, Shewchuk et a1. (L977 ) 10 percent, and lfatkins
) 25 Percent.
Fer¡ of the studies listed reasons for dropouts. Also,
none of the studies showed as high a dropout rate as this
one. Some possibte explanations for the high dropout rate
in this study are: 1) subjects vere not charged a monetary
deposit as in other studies; 2l subjects rrrere not screened
for notivation to quit nor com¡ritt¡nent to the study, as in
other studies; and, 3) this study vas located at the
outskirts of the city, r¡ith poor bus access. The literature
revier¡ shor¡ed that nine of the 25 studies were explicit as
to '¿hether subjects paid f or the sessions or not (Baer et
d1., 1986; Barkley et al., 1977; CornveIl et aI., l-981-;
(

1976
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Horr¡itz et aI., 1985; Javel, 1980; Jef f rey and Jef f rey,
1988; MacHovec and Man, l-9?B; Neufeld and Lynn, L988; Perry
and Mullen, 19?5). Six of the studies charged a deposit for

the sessions. Likely some of the renaining l-6 studies
charged a f ee f or sessions, and this may account f or lor'¡er
dropout rates.
Alsor âs reported earlier, eight studies used screening
to select clients. For example, I{atkins (1976) obtained the
client's committment to the study before beginning
treatrnent. She does not describe hor¡ this committment uas
obtained. It is likely that the lack of screening and
deposit are related to the high dropout rate in this study.
originally in this research abstinence was defined as
the client not snoking at all since the last session of
treatment, up to the time of the folloit-up call. During the
tuelve neek follo!/-up tine, tvo subjects had smoked only
either one or two cigarettes, respectively. Both clients
stated they had had a temporary relapse, and \rere currently
non-smokers. One woman had a cigarette at a Nerr¡ Yearrs
party. The other rdoman had a frdragrr of a cigarette while
studying. she said it nade her sick so she quickly put it
out.

With this information in mind, it seemed unrealistic to
consider these uromen as r'smokersrr, so I decided to include
thern in the abstinent group
Four of the subjects assigned to the three-session
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group, then, were abstinent at 12 veeks' one of the
one-session subjects vas abstinent. Taking into account
people assigned to the one- and three-sesslon treatments,
regardless of the nunber of sessions they atÈended, this
difference is not statistically significant (chi square =

2.55, d. f . = 1, P > .05).
Houever, since n¡any subjects did not actually attend
three sessions, it is misleading to state that the threeand one-session treatnents vere not different in
effectiveness. when subjects are grouped by those u¡ho
attended one session, and those who attended tt¡o or three,
the difference in abstinence is significant. Thirty-one
clients had one session, and LZ had t'*o or three. One of
the 3l- t¡as abstinent at f ollov-up, as compared to f our of
the 12. This difference is significant (chi sguare = 7 -63'
d. f. = 7-r p < .05). This result supports the hypothesis
that the three-session treatment is more effective than the
one-session treatment. It can be argued, though, that since
there vere so nany dropouts in the three-session approach
that it is not a viable method. However, I believe there
r¡ould have been far fever dropouts if clients had a
motivational incentive to continue with the progran, such as
having given a dePosit.
The success rate for the one-session approach t¡¡as
essentiaJ-ly zero. This does not match the literature, vhich
shor¡ed an abstinence rate of about 32 percent. Again the
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literature vas reanaLyzeð, to explain this result. The major
difference discovered r¿as the emphasis on self-hypnosis.
Three studies specified that self-hypnosis näs taught and
encouraged (Baer et a1., 1986; Javel, 1980; Rabkin et al.,
1984). Baer et al. stressed the self-hypnosis be done at
least 10 times per day. Javel suggested clients do the
self-hypnosis at least three tines per day, and Rabkin et
al. instructed subjects to do the self-vork every hour for a
week.

This study taught an instant form of self hypnosis, but
it h¡as not emphas ized. Ctients L¡ere tol-d they could use it
if they found it useful. ÀImost 70 percent only used the
self-hypnosisbetr.¡eenze:!oandthreetimesaday'Perhaps
Íf more emphasis had been placed on the self-hypnosis, the
abstinence rate for the one-session group tlould have been
increased.

Also, since a conmon benefit of snoking was to help
r,rith relaxation, the self-hypnosis could be used to aid in
this area. Many clients stated they began smoking due to
stress.
Post-session Ouestionnaire Data

the first follov-uP caII, four veeks after the last
session, five of the 43 subjects vere not smoking (12t). If
subj ects indicated that theY had resuned (or never quit)
Àt
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snokingatthiscallrtheylJerenotcontactedforsubsequent
follo\{-up. One subject refused to ansver fol1ov-up
questions, although he indicated that he \sas smoking.
As mentioned, part-way through the experinent it became
apparent that subjects vere not continuing vith the three
sessions. Follov-up had already been done with eight
subjects at this time. The follov-up form was then changed
to collect additional information that night give insight
into the reasons for subjects discontinuing. The original
follow-up data from the eight subjects !¡as transfered to the
resulting in some questions having no änslJer.
Subjects vere asked at the follotr-up how easy it was to
not smoke during the time between their last session and
their first cigarette. Forty-one percent said it vas 'very
easy' or tsomewhat easyf to not smoke. One client said he
felt as if he had never been a smoker during the eight days
that he vas abstinent.
Almost aIt subjects (85%) said hypnosis had helped them
in trying to quit. One woman stated that although she had
begun snoking, she felt hypnosis vas more helpful than
anything else she had ever tried. Another vomen made a
similar comment. She said that even though she was still a
smoker, she had come a Ìong lday on the road to quitting'
She said she now smokes a much lighter brand of cigarettes.
new f orm,

Another subject stated he head used the hypnosis techniques

learned in the sessions to help himself vith pain control.
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said he needed far less than usual medication for dental
vork. À further unplanned benefit of the hypnosis vas in
helping one man vith his narriage. Th is man stated that
during the session he used the hypnosi s imagery to feel
more posltive about his marriage.
The most comnon reason subjects stated for beginning
smoking was due to stress. This result is consistent vith
the Pre-session Questionnaire item that asks rWhat might
keep you from quitting smokingr? Here many (58%) stated
He

t

stress

t

.

When smokers

were asked ho'¡ important it is to still

quit, 25 (65t) said it vas either very or somewhat
important. Seventeen of these people anticipated trying
either more hypnosis, or another type of smoking cessation
program. Sixty-five percent of all one-session attendees
felt they would have liked nore hypnosis sessions.
Cross-tabulation of different variables from the
Pre-session, Session, and Follohr-up 0uestionnaires lras done
in order to find ansvers to the foll-oving questlons: 1)
Were there any differences betr¡een the smokers and the
non-smokers that may have related to the abiltty to quit
smokinq?¡ 2) Were there dif ferences bett¿een men and tromen;
and, 3) I{ere there further reasons that people continued
r¡ith the multiple sessions, vhile others dropped out?
Did smokers snoke more cigarettes in a day before the
treatment than subjects who quit? Results shorsed that none
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of the quitters had smoked more than a package a day before
the first hypnosis session. Seven of the smokers had more
than a package, but the difference vas not significant (chi
square = !.L, d. f . = 1, p > .2).
l{ere the quitters nore u¡otivated to quit than the
the Pre-session Questionnaire, subjects
r¡rere asked f hov nuch do you want to quit smoking?r . This
item was intended to determine leveI of notivation to quit.
AII of the non-s¡nokers stated they vanted to quit smoking ra
1ot r, vhil-e 29 of the 38 snokers r¡anted to quit ra lotr .
This dif f erence !/as not signif icant (chi square = 1.5r d.
f . = I, p > .2).
Also related to motivation tras the subjectts reason for
chosing hypnosis. Some people stated they chose hypnosis
either because it was free or to rgive it a tryt. These
people nay not have been as highly motivated to quit as
people who came for other reasons. À conparison of smokers
and non-smokers shoved four of the five non-smokers chose
hypnosis because they believed it would nork, with only 10
of the 3B smokers selecting this reason. This difference is
significant (chi sguare = 5.8, d. t.. = 1, p <.05).
Perhaps the belief that hypnosis t¿i11 sork is inportant for
the hypnosis to be effective.
Interesting to note is that only one of the non-smokers
chose wave ¡nusic as opposed to 23 of the s¡nokers. This
dif f erence is signif icant (chi square = 2.94, d. f . = I, p
non-quitters?

On
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< .1).

of the non-smokers chose the thunderstorm, and
two chose the trance tones. Itrs difficult to imagine hov
choice of music could relate to quitting. Perhaps it is
indicative of another untapped variable.
Ànother question r¡as vhether there irere significant
dif ferences betr¡/een nen and vomen, and their abil-ity to quit
smoking. Many cross-tabulations vere performed and no
differences were found. The only iten vhere gender showed a
significant difference was in the previously discussed issue
on weight control. Women were far nore 1ik1y to believe
they would start srnoking due to veight gain. Over a period
of three r¡reeks, during the treatment, one voman gained 10
pounds. Understandably, she felt very disheartened.
Another rrroman, a non-snoker, vho feared veight gain actually
Iost veight. The day she quit smoking she also joined a
health spa. A third woman, vho rrras not able to quit
smoking, Idas able to lose veight. She said she used the
hypnosis techniques that she learned in the progran to help
her lose veight.
Às discussed, an alarming number of subjects dropped
out of the three-session treatment. Of interest \das to look
for differences between people who dropped out, and those
who continued with tr¡o or three sessions. Subjects who
attended tvo or three sessions vere pLaced into one
category since there rr¡ere a sma11 number of subjects in
each of these two groups. AIso, two of the five people vho
Tr,ro
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attended two sessions stated they did not return because

they felt they did not need any more sessions. Both of
these people vere abstinent from smoking at three months.
It seemed unreasonable to then count these people as
dropouts in the sane category as peopl-e vho discontinued for
other reasons.
Both the dropouts and the multi-session attenders had a
similar motivation to quitr âs stated in the Pre-session
Questionnaire. There vas no significant difference between
the trvo groups (chi square = .65, d. f . = L, p > .2).
Howeverr oD the Follow-up Questionnaire, subjects !¡ere asked
to look back on their motivation vhen they first signed up
for the study. Few (t'r¡o of seven) of the dropouts felt they
had rsanted to quit f a lotr , ruhereas most (seven of Ll- ) of
the continuers felt they had vanted to quit fa lotr. This
difference is significant (chi square = 2.10, d. f. = L, p
< .2j. Perhaps the dropouts initially vanted to quit, but
then realized it vas not that important. This result points
to motivation in wanting to quit as being a factor related
to continuing vith the prograrn (and subseguently being able
to quit).
Also related to motivation, was reason for chosing
hypnosis as a method for quitting suroking. The dropouts
Lrere more lfkely to have chosen hypnosis out of curiousity
than the continuers. This difference vas significant (chi
square = 3.33, d. f. = L, p <.1).
This result further
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suggests that committment to the program t¡Ias not as high for

the quitters.
Ànother factor that may have contributed to dropouts
\fas the location of the program. The sessions lr/ere offered

in an office near the outskirts of the city. Generally, the
dropouts rated this location as less convenient than the
continuers (chi sguare = 4-8, d. f. = 3, p < .2)' One of
the most comnon reasons dropouts gave for not continuing
vith the program vas rI \rras too busyr. Perhaps the extra
travel time on top of a busy schedule Ltas enough to cause
these people to discontinue. Thus, motivation, and factors
that nay affect motivaLion such as location, are related to
people continuing with the program.
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CHÀPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDÀTIONS

Limitations of the Study
Folloving are limitations and r¿eaknesses of this study:
1. There sas no control group. Since there \das no
control group in this study, the question of hov many people
r¿ould have quit snoking without treatment cannot be
answered. It is important to knov the ansver, since it is
possibte that hypnosis actually inhibits people from
quitting snoking. In this study the one-session treatment
of hypnosis r*tas virtually inef f ective. Did the one session
inhibit snoking cessation, or vould the rates be similar to
a control group? Àccording to a neta-analysis of the
literature (see Àppendix A), hypnosis was shot^rn to be far
more effective than a control group. Not knovn, though, is
the comparison of a control group in this study.
2. SeIf reports of abstinence L¡ere used. Clients lÁ¡ere
asked if they had smoked since their last hypnosis
treatment. These self reports tere used to state the number
of people abstinent at three nonths. It is possible when
self reports are used that some subjects report not smoking
because they are enbarrassed about beginning smoking, or
rsant to please the researcher. Based on my impression, it

unlikly that this occured. It is a possibility
though, that r¿ould reduce the success rate.
seems
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3. There nay be variables that \rere unique to the
population in this study. Thirty-seven percent of the
subjects replied to the study due to a poster at a
universtiy. Perhaps the Sane results nay not be achieved
by other researchers,,unless a similar population is used.
4. This study rras not double blind and theref ore it is
subject to experinentor bias. Clients tJere not informed
that there l¡/ere two treatment groups. Às the researcher,
though, I \das a\rtare of the treatment group f or each client.
Both treatments !¡ere designed fron the most successful
studies in the I iterature . Every attempt t¡¡as nade to give

both groups the best possible treatment in the allotted
time . However, it is poss ible that unknor.¡n f actors vere
operating to bias the studY. I tended towards believing the
three Sessions r¡ou1d r¡ork best. Às it turned out, that
approach was more effective, except for the unusual dropout
rate. In the case of dropouts, all the bias I nay have had
did not get the maiority of subjects to continue t¡ith the
pro9ran.

5. Subject bias. Although I did not telI subjects of
the tvo treatments, they may have learned of it from others
in the program. Àpproximately 50 percent of the peopì-e
heard of the program through vord of ¡nouth. It is very
likely many kner¡ of the two treatments. This may have
caused the results to turn out as they did.
5. Location of. the progran. HaIf of the subjects
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stated in the FoIlow-up Ouestionnaire that the location of
the program vas inconvenient. I believe that there r¿ou1d
have been ferser dropouts if the location r¡as more central.
Conclus i ons

This study overcame some methodological linitations
from the literature review by: 1-) using random assignment
to treatment groups; 2) defining abstinence; 3) using a
sample popul-ation of smokers from both on and off campus;
and, 4 ) not screening subjects except for age. This study
did not use a control group. Àlso, subjectsr self reports
of smoking status hrere used.
The treatment prograns in this study used a variety of
hypnosis suggestions for each client, in addition to
individualized suggestions. Eighty-one percent of subjects
stated that the hypnosis r^ras either very or somerr¡hat
helpful. Also, 65 percent of subjects explicitJ.y stated
that the hypnosis trtas rel-axing and enjoyable. These results
suggest that in general clients enjoyed the content of the
session(s).

In addition to many subjects finding the hypnosis
relaxing, three people nentioned other positive side
effects. These included: 1) using hypnosis for pain
control; 2) using hypnosis to feel more positive about
marriage; and, 3) using hypnosis for ureight control. These
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resurts suggest that hypnosis can be used in other areas
besides for smoking cessation.
Based on the quantitative resurts of this study, the
f olloving conclusions appear r.¡arranted: 1) the one-session
hypnos is approach \das not ef f ective; and, 2) the
three-session method showed pronising results with a 30
percent effectiveness rate at three r¡onths. sixty-five
percent of the one-session subjects stated that they

wouLd

have riked additional sessions. crients stated they would
have wanted betveen one and ten more sessions.
There !/as a high dropout rate in the three*session

group. Motivation to quit smoking and rocation of the
progrä¡n vere related to people not continuing.
This study showed that people who \,rere not smoking at
one month \dere also not smoking at two and three months.
This result suggests that if a smoker is abstinent at one
month, he or she is likely to be abstinent at three months.
Weight control r¡¡as a common concern f or vomen.
seventy-tvo percent of r¡/omen stated veight gain as an
obstacle to quitting smoking. only two of the 1g nen had
this same concern.
Recomnendat i ons

The results of this study show that the three-session
approach of hypnosis lras significantry more effective than
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the one-session approach, r¡hen dropouts ltere not considered.
Results showed that reasons for dropping out !/ere related to
motivatÍon to quit, and location of the program. To reduce
dropouts, then, I recommend a central location, and the use
of a nonetary deposit for the program. Às shovn in the
literature review, programs that used a financial deposit
had far ferr'er dropouts than this study.
Since this study showed that motivation to quit lras
related to success in quitting, and continuation vith the
program, future studies need to focus on developing
motivational incentives. The financial reguirement may be a
motivation in itself.
Also. other techniques could be
explored.

This study shorrred that the one-session approach was not
effective. It is even possible that this approach inhibited
clients from quitting smoking. I recommend the use of an
alternate treatment control group in order to determine the
effect of hypnosis. For example, a counselling program for
smoking cessation could be used as a control group for the
hypnosis treatment.

Other one-session studies in the literature that
a better success rate placed a higher enphasis on

shoryed

self-hypnosis. Research is needed to determine the effect
of emphasis on self-hypnosis. Àccording to this research,
though, I do not recommend the use of this one-session
approach for smoking cessation.

4t

subjects stated that they rr¡ould have
preferred ¡nore sessions' ranging from one to about ten
more sessions. Further research is recornmended to determine
the effect of allowing the client to set the number of
Sessions required. However, a caution here is that the one
session approach from this study was not effective, and thus
clients should be discouraged from chosing only one
Many one-session

sess i on .

in the study stated their concern about
gaining veight when quitting smoking. The literature shot¿ed
that quitters do gain more weight, and vomen gain more than
men (see Àppendix A). One voman in the study felt she
needed to chose between gaining veight and smoking. Perhaps
others felt sirnilar. I recommend that future studies
incorporate the issue of veight control for hlomen, so they
r¡i11 feel more comfortable r¡ith chosing to quit smoking.
One method of incorporating weight control into the smoking
cessation program is to combine hypnosis t¡ith another
treatment discipline, such as nutrition counselling.
Since many subjects stated that they started smoking
due to stress, further studies need to incorporate stress
management into the treatment program. Generally clients in
this study found the hypnosis relaxing. Placing more
enphasis on self hypnosis may assist clients vith
relaxation. ÀIso, other relaxation techniques need to be
explored in order to assist people with quitting smoking.
Many rr¡omen
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À finaf recommendation for further hypnosis and srnoking
cessation studies is to incorporate a pilot study into the
project. Had a pilot study been used in this experiment, I
believe the dropout problern would have been detected. À
financial deposit could then have been employed for the full
study.
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ÀPPENDIX

A:

LITERÀTURE REVIEVI

to be dangerous to a
personrs health. However, knoving that does not make it
easy f or someone to quit. Many dif f erent \.tays of helping
smokers quit have been employed. Hypnosis is one of these
methods. In this review, hypnosis as a treatment option for
smoking cessation vi11 be examined. (Studies reviewed are
summarized in Table 2. ) We r¡¡i11 look at the dif f erent types
of hypnosis treatments, variables related to treatment
success, other outcomes of treatnent besides abstinence,
hypnosis compared to no treatment, and finaIly,
methodological limitations in hypnosis research.
Smoking has long been knovn

Types of Hypnosis Treatments

Hypnosis is used for treatment in snoking cessation

programs. Different types of hypnosis programs include: a)
the individual one-session approach; b) the individual
one-session approach with additional optional sessions; c)
the individual multi-session approach; d) the group
approach; and e) hypnosis combined vith another type of
treatment.
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The Individual

One-sesslon Àpproach

The individual one-session hypnosis approach offers the
The session usually conslsts of
ctient one private visit.

a) a pre-hypnotic intervieu; b) a trance lnduction; c)
specific suggestions vhile in trance; and d) a concluding
discussion after the hypnosis. The pre-hypnotic intervlen
is used to deternine the clientts reasons for cantlng to
quit smoking. AIso, the clinician describes hypnosis and
answers questions at this time. Sometimes during the
concluding discussion the client is taught self hypnosis.
He or she is then instructed to use this technique if a
craving for a cigarette occurs. The theory behind the
one-session approach is that the client wlII be able to stop
Seven of the 25 studies
snoking after the single visit.
revie'ved used this nethod.

Forty volunteer patients in a private psychiatric
clinic tdere given one vislt in the study by Berkovitz'
Ross-Tosnsend and Kohberger (19?9). Volunteers uere
referred by word of mouth, or by thelr physician. The
method used vas designed by Spiegel (as cited in Berkonitz
et aI. ). It consisted of taking a brief clinical and
smoking history, testing the clientrs hypnotizabilityr and
then inducing a trance state. During the trance, the
clinician gave the client standardized anti-smoking
suggestions. Three basic points nere addressed: 1)

smoking
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is a poison to the body, 2') you need your body to live, and
3) you o\Íe your body respect and protectlon. Àfter the
inductlon, the cIlent was taught self-hypnosls, and
instructed to use it 10 ti¡nes per day. Results of the study
shoned a 25 percent success rate at six months. These
results may not be generalizable, since volunteers vere
recruited by vord of nouth through a psychiatric clinic.
Stanton (l-978) treated 75 patients using the
one-session nethod. In the first part of the session he
used a pre-hypnotlc interviev. He emphasized the pover of
the mind over the body, and his expectation that the
hypnosis r¡ould be successful. The patient vas then
hypnotized. ÞIhiIe the patient rras ln a trance state,
Stanton gave a series of ego-enhancing suggestions,
intersoven with anti-smoking statenents. The ego-enhancing
suggestions included telllng the patient that he or she
would feel t'physically healthier, more relaxed, more calm
and unworried, more self-confidentr s€1f-reliant,
independent, and be able to think more optimistically and
positively
. rf (p. 25't. Àf ter the suggestions had
been completed, Stanton then used an adaptlon of the red
balloon technique. The client imagines throving avay
cigarettes and the desire for then into a basket. The
basket is attached to a huge red balloon. The ballon floats
up into the sky, and the client ls left free of the desire
to smoke. As a final step in the trance, Stanton had the
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client irnagine hlnself or herself in a situation in the
future where previously he or she would have s¡noked. The
client irnagined being a non-smoker in these situations.
Forty-five percent of the patients were not smoking after
six months. This relatively high rate of success may be due
to a co¡nbination of factors. First, Stanton told clients
that he expected the sesslon to be successful. Second, he
used a variety of techniques during the hypnosis, such as
auditoxy, visual, and kinesthetic exercises. FlnaIIy,
Stanton used indivldualized suggestions, uhich may
contribute to a higher success rate.
Ten outpatients and staff of a California hospital were
given the one-session treatment by Javel (1975). He
followed Spiegelrs (as cited in Javel) approach, adding two
additional steps. l{hen in trance, Patients vere asked to
recall their first experience with snoking, and its benefit
at that tirne. Jave1 then suggested to the patient that he
or she could nov experience this benefit as a forner smoker.
AIso, Stantonrs (1978) ego-enhancing suggestlons and red
balloon visualization were given' Àt three months
follow-up, 50 percent of the patlents vere not smoking.
Àgain, the high results may be due to using a variety of
techniques during the hypnosis. Hot¡ever, also note that the
sanple size is smaIl.
Rabkin, Boyko, Shane, and Kaufert (1984) randomized
subjects to one of three smoking cessation treatnents. One
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of these rras the individual single hypnosis session.
Volunteers vere recruited from radio and nesspapers. The
authors used Spiegel's (as cited in Rabkin et aI.) slngle
treatment technique. To determine whether subJects had quit
or reduced smoking, both self reports and blood measures
vere collected. At slx months, 3l- percent of the subjects
available for foIlov-up vere abstinent. This study was
generally nethodologically sound, ln that subjects !¡ere
randomized to treatment, a general population of volunteers
vere recruited, and blood measures of smoking consunption
nere used in addition to setf reports. Lover results may be
due to less variety of technigues employed during hypnosis,
and standardized as opposed to individualized suggestions.
Barabasz, Baer, Sheehan, and Barabasz (1985) studied
slx different snoking cessation treatments. They varied
clinicianrs experience leve1, contact time, and procedural
thoroughness. Three of the authorsr treatnents used the
individual- one-session approach. Group one was given one
individual hypnosis sesssion by an experienced clinician.
The clinician used a five phase approach to the session.
The first phase vas considered a rapport bullder, vhere a
detailed discussion of hypnosis vas given. The second phase
consisted of an lnagination exerclse vhich served as an
initiation to the third phase nhich tested hypnotizability.
The third phase tested the subjectrs hypnotizability using
the Stanford Hypnotic Cllnical Scale (SHCS). The fourth
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phase consisted of a hypnotic induction and smoking

cessation instructions designed by H. Spiegel and D. Spiegel
(as cited in Barabasz et al. ) . The lnstructions for smoking
cessation were given by a tape recording. The fifth phase
consisted of teaching the subject self hypnosis. Results
shoned 28 percent abstinence at L7 months.
The second treatnent group in this study received the
same technique as outlined above, except that it vas
delivered by an intern clinician. Thirteen percent of
subjects were abstinent at 9.3 months.
The third group was given a singLe session by an intern
clinician. It was nodelled after an existing program in the
clinic, reported by Sheehan and Surman (1982). The method
consisted of a trance induction, emphasizing deep muscle
relaxation. The subject tJas then given direct suggestions
to stop smoking. Also, smoking behaviour was trpaired with
noxious imagery such as the exhaust fu¡ues of an automobiletl
(p. 174). Results for this group uere four percent
absintence at four nonths foIIow-up.
The subjects in the Barabasz et aI. (1986) study !¡ere
not randomized to treatnent. Subjects vere permitted to
chose the type of therapy they santed. Therefore, results

not be generalizable. ALso, this study looked at many
different treatments, thus making it difficult to analyse
the resuLts. F'or exanple, the five phase one-session was
given by an intern and experienced clinician. Houever, the
may
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originat one-session vas only given by an intern. ÀIso,
many of the treatment groups vere reported as being too
small for any valid comparison.
Cornvel1, Burrons, and McMurray (1981) treated 10
volunteers using an altered form of Spiegelts one session
method. (fndividuaLized suggestions were added to Spiegelrs
standardized suggestions.) Subjects were seen for an initlal
interview where a history of their smoking, and reasons for
vanting to quit ï¡ere obtained. ÀIso, the Stanford Hypnotic
ClinicaI ScaIe was administered to each subject. In
addition, a sample of blood uas taken to deternine the level
of nicotine. The subjects then returned for a single
session treatment. They uere told that they vere expected
to quit after the session. In the first part of the
session, a brief discussion was carried out to talk about
the difficult times in the following neek the subject might
experience. Suggestions for making these times easier vere
discussed. Trance vas then induced using the eye fixation
and progressive relaxation techniques. The modified Spiegel
method vas then carried out. At tvo months, 30 percent of
the subjects sere abstinent. It is difficult to call this a
one session nethod, as subjects actually attended tso
sessions, one for the initial interviev. Hovever, since
hypnosis treat¡nent nas only given in the second session,
this study is listed under the one visit category.
Baer, Carey, and Meminger (1986) gave L72 patients fro¡n
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a general hospital hypnosis clinic one hypnosis session, and
one intervier¿ session. The initial visit included taking a
brief psychlatric evaluation, as seI1 as a smoklng and
health history. Then hypnosis was described. Finally the
The
SHCS was administered to determine hypnotizability.
second session inctuded an induction, followed by Spiegelrs
{as cited in Baer et al.) suggestions for smoking cessation
and self hypnosis instructions. Àgain, this study resembles
a ¡nulti-session approach. A1thou9h, only one session was
used to adninister the treat¡nent hypnosis. Of the patients
availabte for fo1-Iov-up (137), L7 percent were abstinent at
24 months. This lover rate of abstinence could be due to a
longer follow-up time t Qx standardized suggestions.
The Individual

One-session Àpproach vith

Optional Àdditional Sessions

Clients are given the one-session approach and are told
that they can have optional visits if desired. This
treatment takes lnto account that some people will not quit
after one session.
this approach vith 100
patients from an outpatient clinic. Eighty-nine percent of
the patients were seen for one or two individual hypnosis
sessions. The others were seen for three, four or five
sessions. The treatnent consisted of an induction procedure
Sheehan and Surnan (1982) used
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that used deep muscle relaxation. The paLient vas then
given rrdirect suggestions to stop smoking and positive
reinforcenents and motivational instructions for stopping.
Under hypnosis smoking behavior was also paired sith noxious
imagery, e.g. the exhaust fumes of an automobile" (p. 7lAt 15 months follotr-up, 2L percent of the patients tlere
abstinent. Of the people vho vere abstinent at 15 months,
only 25 percent of them said that the hypnosis t¡as rvery
helpfulr . Of interest then, is to know shat others
attributed their success to.
Three methods of snoking cessation treatnents tlere
studied by Shewchuk et al. (1977). One of these methods
vas individual hypnosis. The initial hypnosis session was
patterned after Spiegel, as previously described. Subjects
\rere given additional sessions if required. The extra
Most subjects ttere
sessions lrere similar to the first.
treated vithin three visits. Results of this study showed
that 17 percent of subjects vere abstinent at 12 nonths.
The Spieget method uses standardized suggestlons for each
person, and this may contribute to the lower success zate of
this study. AIso, perhaps during a longer follot¡-up tlne
more subjects resune smoking.

The Individual Multi-Session Àporoach
The individual nrulti-session approach offers the client
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a set number of visits. In some studies, the sessions are
all designed to be similar. The idea is that through
continued hypnotic reinforcenent, the client t¡111 quit
smoking. Other studies use the multi-session approach to
cover different infor¡nation on each visit.
Lambe, osier, and Franks (1985) studied patients at the
Rochester FamiIy Medicine Program vho smoked and were

r¡i11ing to undergo hypnosis. The first session consisted of
obtaining inforned consent for the hypnosis, inducing a
trance, giving instructions, and then teaching self
hypnosis. The second tJas similar to the f irst, except that
during trance the subject was asked to choose a quit date.
A LZ nonth follov-up shoved 22 percent of subjects to be
abstinent. The results nay be nisleading houever, since

they include subjects tyho L'ere randomized to the hypnosis
group, but who actuaÌly did not shov up for their
appointment. It r¡ould be of benef it to knorv vhy these
subjects did not shov uP.
Hypnotic susceptibility and success 1n hypnosis
treatment for smoking cessation was studied by Perry and
MuIlen (19?5). Fifty-four volunteers from a unlversity
population vere screened for the study, resulting in 38
subjects being selected. The renaining subjects vere given
tvo individual hypnosis sessions. Àt the first visit
rapport vas established, and then the subject Ìras
hypnotized. His or her susceptibility leveI nas recorded.
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told ftthat their degree of hypnotic
responsivity was suf f icient f or the purposes of session turofr
(p. 500). Àt the second visit the subject was given the
single treatment nethod developed by Spiegel (as cited in
Perry e Mullen). 18.4 percent of subjects were abstinent at
three nonths follon-up. This study enployed screening
procedures, and also used a university population, possibly
leading to less generalizable results.
MacHovec and Man (1978) researched three different
smoking cessation treatments and two control groups.
Subjects r¿ho had previous therapy or hypnosis vere not
included in the study. One of the treatnents ltas a
three-session individual nethod. Each session tgas sinilar
in format. It consisted of an induction vith r¡hite sound
and progressive relaxation using a 30 to one count dot¡n.
Then, during hypnosis, aversive messages about snoking were
given. These suggestions included stating the disagreeable
taste, odor, and expense of smoking. A post-hypnotic
suggestion nas given. The subject vas told to breathe
deeply and remember the aversive messages if he or she
craved a cigarette. At six nonths, 50 percent of the
subjects Lrere abstinent. These results are relatively high.
The white sound (background environmental sounds such as
vaves) may have contributed to this. However, note that the
subjects r¡ere screened, and therefore the results may not be
À11 subjects vere

general i zable

.
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Tvo smoking cessation treatnents \dere conpared by

Schubert (1983). One of these vas hypnotherapy. Four

individual hypnosis sessions sere given to 22 subjects.
(Seven of the original 29 subjects did not conrptete the
treat¡nents. ) Each of the visits vere similar. À trance
state was induced, and then smoking cessation suggestions
were given. Both individualized and standardized
suggestions vere used. Results at four months follow-up
shor¡ed that 55 percent of the subjects were abstinent.
Important to knor¡ is the reason the seven subjects did not
conplete treatment.
Byrne and Ïlhyte (1987) tested the effectiveness of four
smoking cessation treatments. One of the treatments used an
individual four-sesslon approach. Each visit included a
hypnotic induction follor¡ed by suggestions associating
uncomfortable feelings and consequences rr¡ith smoking.
Feelings of relaxation and contentment uere paired r¡ith the
absence of smoking. Àt 12 months, approxinately 31 percent
of the subjects vere abstinent. Lover resuLts nay be due to
standardized suggestions. Or, during a longer follor¡-up
time more subjects ¡nay resune smoking.
I{atkins (]-976) designed an individual five session
hypnosis treatment for smoking. Subjects were students r¡ho
came to the student counselling centre at the University of
Montana. Àt the f irst session inf ornation r,¡as gathered
regarding the subjectrs smoking situation. At the second
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session the subject vas hypnotized and given three sets of
individualized suggestions. À1so, tvo individualized visual
images uere given. The third and fourth sesslons rrere

siuriLar to the second. However, in the fourth, self
hypnosis r¡ras taught. Àt the f ifth sesslon the client
practised this self induction technique. Of the subjects
vho conpleted the progran, 67 percent vere abstinent at six
months. À variety of techniques vere used by l|atkins,
including counselling. AIso, individulized suggestions
during hypnosis were given. These two factors nay
contribute to the high rate of success. Hovever, the
results nay not be generalizabler âs university students
lrere sub j ects .
Pove11 (1980) studied a technique for helping clients
ruho had quit smoking using hypnosis, but later relapsed.
The first part of the study used a five to seven session

individual approach. During the first visit the clientrs
reasons for vanting to quit snoking vere discussed. The
subject rras then hypnotized and the lndividual reasons for
quitting vere repeated. Folloving the induction, the
subject used self-hypnosis and repeated the suggestions.
The subject vas instructed to use self-hypnosis four tfmes a
day. It is assumed that additional sessions followed this
inltial format. Each of the sessions vere 10 to 15 ninutes
l-ong. Àt four nonths approxinately 30.4 percent of subjects
vere abstinent. This study had a relatively short session
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tirne, with other studies having close to an hour for each
session. This shorter tiure may contribute to a lotrer
success rate. ÀIso, the study mentioned that sone subjects
dropped out after one veek. The reasons for dropping out,
and the number who dropped out are not listed.
Along r,¡ith studying the ef fect of the one-session
method, CornveII et aI. (1981-) also looked at a four'
session nethod. The format vas similar to the single
session in that subjects vere first seen for an initial
intervier¿. Ten subjects were then given Spiegelrs
technique, vith added individualized suggestions. The four
hypnosis sessions were similar. At tvo ¡nonths, 60 percent
vere abstinent. This study had subjects deposit 50 dollars.
The money was to be returned at the end of the tvo months if
subjects !¡ere st111 abstinent. It is possible that this
monetary deposit further contributed to motivation to quit.
The Group Hyonosis Àpproach
The group method uses the same types of formats as in

the individual approaches, except that ä number of clients
are treated together. Within this technique, there are aLso
single- and multi- session formats. The theory in the group
approach is that it is as effective as the individual
method, yet less expensive.
Neufeld and Lynn (1988) studied the effectiveness of a
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single trso-hour group hypnosis session. There was a mäxi¡num
pf six subjects per group, and the groups were
co-facilitated.
Hypnosis was explained to the people as
self hypnosis. During the trance many visualizations vere
described. These included: a) having the subjects imagine
feeling relaxed; b) visuallzing reasons for quitting smoking
on a chalk board; c) imagining one-se1f as a non-smoker; and
d) visualizing successfully coping vith the urge to smoke.
At the end of the session, each subject was given a tape
vith a self hypnosis induction on it. Àt six months, 22.73
percent of the participants rlere abstinent. The results of
this study are lover than others. The reason for this is
not clear. Perhaps the giving of a cassette tape influenced
the results. AIso, of the techniques used during the
trance, rnany of them vere visualizations. So¡ne people nay
not have been able to visualize as well as others.
Horvitz, Hindi-ÀIexander, and I{agner ( 1985 ) also used a
single-session group approach. Four groups of approximately
200 people were held. The session lasted for 90 ninutes.
During the f,irst 70 minutes the group Leader trdescribed the
principles of hypnosis, shaped expectancies, and ansnered
questionstt (p. 30 ) . The f inal- 20 minutes vas used to
induce a trance state. During the trance suggestions were
glven to desensitize the subjects I cravlngs for cigarettes.
18.23 percent of subjects available for foIlor¡-up vere
abstinent at 12 nonths. This study used standardized
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suggestions vhich may contribute to a lover success rate.
Àlso, with such a large number of people, distractions may
have kept some peopre from relaxing and becoming hypnotized.
Barabasz et aI. (1986) used a slngle-session group
approach for one of the six treatnents studied. six to 15
clients were seen in each group, which rasted 90 minutes.
The five phase technique employed in the individual

one-session approach (described above) rsas used. rn the
group, each subject rras individually hypnotized.
suggestions \rere then given to everyone via tape. Àt l-0.1
months, 36 percent of subjects !¡ere abstinent. rndividuarJ.y

hypnotizing each subject makes this study a unique form of
group hypnosis. Àlso, the five phase technique showed to be
relatively high in success for both the group hypnosis and
the indivldual hypnosis (described above).
MacHovec and Man

(1978) conducted a three-session

group. They used the sane technique as in their individual
approach (previously described). Ten subjects uere in the
group, and at six months, 40 percent vere abstinent. This
is lower than the individual approach, although not
significantly.
Sanders (L977 ) conducted a four-session group using
mutuar hypnosis. Mutuar hypnosis is a technique yhere the

of the group talk to each other r¡hire in a trance
state. Each of the four sessions incruded the following
steps: a) a trance induction by the group 1eader; b)
members
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brainstorming; c) time progression and imagery; d) a
hypnotic dream; and e) self-hypnosis instructions. During
the brainstorming phase the nembers vere asked to verbarize
reasons for wanting to quit snoking. The 1eader then
repeated and crarified the reasons for each person. The
members vere then guided to a future time and encouraged to
have a hypnotic dream. trrThe dream nay be a soundr än
image, a thought or night dream, but whatever it is it nirl
have something to do vith being a nonsnoker'fr (p. 133).

FinaIly, the group vas given instructions for using
self-hypnosis. At 10 months folrow-up, 68 percent of the
subjects were abstinent. This study vas very high in
success. This can possibly be attributed to the varieÈy of
techniques used, group support during the trance state,

and

indivldualized suggestions .
Jeffrey, Jeffrey, Greuling, and Gentry (i-9g5) studied
the effectiveness of a four-session group hypnosis approach.
sub jects r¡¡ere mi l itary personnel or the ir dependents .
Before joining the groupf subjects sere required to not
smoke for 48 hours. The four sessions vere atl sinilar in
that they consisted of 35 minutes of discussion forlowed by
a 15 minute trance induction. During hypnosis, al1 subjects
rrere given the same suggestions. ttThese included
maintenance of smoking cessation, relaxation, and ego
enhancementrt (p. 96). Of the 22 menbers vho completed the
treatment, 50 percent uere abstinent at three months
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follow-up. Thirteen subjects had dropped out or vere not
able to be abstinent for the 48 hours. The results of this
study are less generarizable since military people and their
dependents r¿ere subjects, and the requirenent of subjects to
be abstinent before beginning treatment.
À sinilar study vas done by Jeffrey and Jeffrey (1999).
This time tr¡o treatment groups rdere conpared. Each group
vas given the above four-session approach. The first group,
carled the excrusion condition, vas required to not smoke
for 48 hours. The second group did not need to meet this
criteria, although subjects vere strongly encouraged to quit
immediately. For people conpleting the treatments, 70.6
percent of the exclusion group and 54.1_ percent of the
nonexcrusion group vere abstinent at folro!¡-up. Àgain, the
results may not be generalizabre due to the popuration
studied, and the exclusion condition (or strong
recommendation to quit) .
Barkley, Hastings, and Jackson (1-977 ) studied three
different smoking cessation treatments. Seventy-four
vorunteers responded to an advertisement in a university
community. rronry 36 of the 74 volunteers were abre to meet
all the demands of the procedures, shich incruded scheduring
of treatment sessions. assignnent to groups at random, the
data collection and deposit requirements, etc.il (p. 9). Of
the treatment types studied, one vas a seven-session group
hypnosis approach. Each session lasted one hour. The first
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and last 15 minutes of the group uas used to discuss
problems subjects were having in quitting smoking.

The

middle 30 ninutes tras used to induce trance, and give
suggestions. Trance tlas induced using relaxation,
drowsiness, and body senstivity statenents. Suggestions
during hypnosis included associating smoking vith various

ailments and diseases. Àt nine ¡nonths follov-up, 25 percent
of the subjects ulere abstinent. It is interesting to note
that a large nu¡nber of volunteers did not meet criteria for

the study. Perhaps the criteria vere restricting,
lirniting the generaLizability of the results.

thus

Pederson, Scrimgeour, and Lefcoe (1975) studied

different smoking cessation treatments. In one of the
treatments 50 clients were given a single group session.
They \rere then contacted I to LZ months after the office
vis it. At this tine e ight percent ltere abstinent. It is
not clear vhy these results were comparatively lower than
other studies.
Hyonosis Combined r,rith Another Treatment Tvpe

studies look at the effectiveness of tvo types of
treatment technigues used together. Althou9h, nany of the
above studies also combined types of treatment. For
example, many employed hypnosis and a form of counselling.
ÀctuaIIy, it is difficult to separate hypnosis from
Sone
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counselling, since a part of the hypnosis for nany of the
studies was to also discuss personal reasons and motivations
for quitting smoking. The hypnosÍs itself may be called a
counselling technique¡ âs it uses many behavioural and
counselling strategies, ryhile the client is in a trance
state. }Iith this in mind, ue will look at sLudies that
specifically Iabelled their research rhypnosis and
counsellingr or hypnosis with another treatment type.
Barabasz et aI. (1986) used hypnosis with restricted
environmental st i¡nulat i on therapy ( REST ) . Each sub j ect \ras
given one to three REST r*ith hypnosis visits. During the
session, the subject rdas ttseated comfortably in a f ixed
recriner chair under sound attenuated conditions r¡rith eyes
closed and movement limited to that required to maintain
comf ortable seating. Lors-Ieve1 r¿hite noise \,/as provided
using padded earphones rf (p. L74). While seated, the
person rdas guided through the hypnosis procedure designed by
H. Spiegel and D. Spiegel (as cited in Barabasz et al.). Àt
19.4 nonths f ollor¡r-up, 47 percent of participants t¡rere
abstinent. This study had a relatively high leve1 of
success, possibly due to combining the REST with hypnosis.
Note that MacHovec and Man (1978) used a sinilar strategy
(although it sas not labelled REST). Their study showed 50
percent abstinence at six months.
Pederson, Scringeour, and Lefcoe (1975) combined

hypnosis ryith counselling.

Sixteen subjects participated

in
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a 90 minute group hypnosis session. It contained relaxation
suggestions and a description of the benefits of not
snok ing. Follorrring the hypnos is sess 1on, the group met once
a r,¡eek f or six weeks, and then once a months f or six months.
These ¡neetings consisted of group counsetling. Discussio¡rs
included talking about r¡ithdraval symptoms, systenatic
self-monitoring, and substitution behaviour. Àt 10 months
follon-up, 50 percent of participants !¡ere abstinent. À
counselling alone group lras also conducted, and at 10
nonths, zexo were abstinent. This seens to indicate that
the factor contributing to abstinence vas the hypnosis
session. À1so note, hovever, that abstinence in this study
is defined as at least three months of not smoking. This
makes results difficult
to compare to other studies vhere
abstinence is defined as no smokinq since treatment.
In a later study, Pederson et a1. (l-979) researched
three different combinations of hypnosis and counselling
groups. The first group was given a single-session live
hypnosis treatment. AIso, this group underlrent group
counselling f or an additional eight rr¡eeks. The second group
vas given a taped hypnosis session, follo¡¡¡ed by eight
counselling sessions. The third group vas given a live
hypnosis session, although during the trance state no
reference vas made to smoking or smoking cessation. This
group also participated in eight group counselling sessions.
At six months, the abstinence rates for groups one, tuo, and
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three vere 53, L8.75, and L2,5 percent, respectively. The
results (significantly different) indicate that a hypnosis
session involving smoking cessation suggestions is the most
successful. ÀIso of interest is that the drop-out rates and
absenteeism for the active hypnosis t{as 25 percent, vhile it
rrras 50 percent f or the other tt¡o groups.
Tori (l-978) tested two types of snoking treatments,
each rdith additional hypnosis sessions. The first treatment
group was given five individual satiation sessions, folloved
by five individual hypnosis sessions. The satiation
treat¡nent consisted of having the subject sit in a six by
eight foot unventilated room. The experimentor then gave
instructions through a stereo system. The subject lras
instructed to continuously smoke cigarettes by holding smoke
in the mouth r¡ith occaisional inhalations. Smoking in this
way tras continued until rffeelings of nausea and dlscomfort
were such that subjects reported the loss of any desire for
cigarettes" (p. 575). Folloving five consecutive days of
the satiation treatment, participants vere given five
booster hypnotherapy sessions. These consisted of a taped
induction giving relãxation suggestions. The experimentor
then gave antismoking statements. Àt the end of the
hypnotherapyr slides that depicted tissue damage caused by
smoking were shown. The subjects sere then instructed on
using self-hypnosis. Also, other behavioural control
techniques for overconing cravings for cigarettes were
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iscussed

.

At six months 68 percent of the subjects vere abstinent.
The second treatrnent group follosed the sane format as
the first, except that rapid suroking was used instead of
satiation smoking. Rapid smoking is a technique r¡here the
subject smokes non-stop until he or she feel nauseous or
vonits. Àt six months 50 percent of the subjects vere
abstinent. Both treatments conbined many methods:
counselling, hypnosis, and satiation or rapid smoking.
Rapid smoking is known to be dangerous, and may produce an
overdose of nicotine. Àlthough the satiation treatment is
not as dangerous as rapid snoking, it may still have some
iIl health effects due to continuous inhalation of nicoiine
Ànalvsis of Treatment

Tyoes

A comparison of the effectiveness rates lras made for

the four treatments: a) individual single-session; b)
individual multi-session; c) group sessions; and d) hypnosis
and another treatment combined. To compare the treatment
types, six month abstinence rates irere tabulated (see Tab1e
3). Those studies that reported six nonth rates rrere
included. Results for the four treatments are 36.8L, 33.33,
32.5, and 45 percent, respectively. None of the treatment
typesaresignificant1ynoreeffectivethantheothers(p>
.05, see Appendix I for detailed computations).
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Table

3

Comparison of Abstinence Rates By Treatnent Type

Treatnent Author

Àbstinent
at Six MonLhs

N

Type

Berkovitz et aI.
Stanton
Rabkin et aI.
Baer et al.

SingIe

I
Multiple
Tota

MacHovec & Man
Byrne
lYatk

Tota

ins

I
Neufeld & Lynn
MacHovec & Man

Group

Barkley et al.

Tota

I

Conbined

Pederson ( 1979 )
Pederson ( 1975 )
Tor
Tor

Total
AlI

i
i

Percent

40
75
29

10
34

25

9

L37

37

31
27

281

90

32.03

45.3

I2

6

85
36

25
22

50
31
51

133

53

39.85

22

6

l_0

I

4
3

40

l_3

l7

27 .3
40

37.5
32. s0

9
3
6

s2.9

15
10
35

t7

50
48 .6

78

35

45.0

532

19

18.

t_

B

35.9
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Other Treatment Variables
Hypnotist ts Experience LeveI

studies looked at the effect of the hypnotistrs
experience on the outcome of treatment (Baer et aI., 1986;
Barabasz et a}., 1985). Baer et a!. analyzed the results of
patients treated by experienced hypnotists or interns. Each
treatment group \rtas given trro 60 minute ind ividual hypnos is
sessions. The results for the experienced hypnotists vere
38 percent abstinence at three months. For interns the
abstinence rate vas 34 percent at three months. The authors
report that this difference vas not significant. The
authors note, however, that interns were given more training
Two

time than other studies.
Barabasz et al. (1986) had tno treatrnent groups
adninistered by intern hypnotists. One treatment consisted
of a 50 minute individual- hypnosis session. Àn experienced
clinician did not conduct a matched 9roup. The other
treatrnent using interns l{as a 65 to l-00 minute five phase
individual hypnosis approach. An experienced clinician did
conduct a matched treatment in this case. The hypnotistrs
experience level for the five phase session vas significant
at p < .10 (Z = L.85).
The Effect of a Subiectrs Hvpnotizability on
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Treatment Results

studies looked at the subjectrs hypnotizability
(Baer et aI., l-986; Barabasz et al., 1986; Cornwell et al.'
1981-; Lambe et aI., 1986¡ Perxy & MuI1en, 1975; Schubert,
1983; Sheehan & Surman, 1982 ) . Of interest ti¡as to determine
nhether nore highly hypnotizable subjects r¿ould be more
successful in being absLinent in the hypnosis treatment.
The Stanford Hypnotic CIinical Scale (SHCS) was
administered in the study by Baer et al. (1986). Results
shoved that mediun and high hypnotizable subjects did not
differ significantly at any of the seven follov-up times.
Hor¡ever, abstinence rates of both high anrl medium
hypnotizable subjects \vere significantly greater than
abstinence rates of lov hypnotizable subjects. This
signif icance was evident at the six month f ollov-up time.
Àt 1.5 and tvo years, however, there IJas no significance
between the high, nedium, and Iov subjects. The authors
suggest this is due to the reduced Nf s at these ti¡nes.
The SHCS test \ras also used in the study by Barabasz et
al. (19S6). Scores vere obtained for 83 clients who t¡ere
administered the five phase individual one-session
treatment, by an experienced clinician. Abstinence rates
for the six levels of scores (subjects could score a 0, L,
2, 3,4 or 5) were significantly different (Chi square =
26.Ot d. f . = 5, p < .001).
Many
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In the study by Lambe et al. (1986), subjectrs depth
of trance \fas noted by the hypnotist on a standard forn.
(The form used is not described in the report.) Results
shoved that abstinence rates did not significantly differ
according to depth of trance.
Cornr¡e11 et a1. (1981) also found that hypnotizability
uas not related to abstinence or reduction of amount smoked.
The SHCS test vas given to 30 subjects.
Perry and MuIlen (1975) used the Diagrrostic Rating
Procedure (DRP) by Orne and OrConnell to evaluate hypnotic
susceptibiLity. The scores vere cal-culated by transforming
the 5-point DRP scale into a 14-point ordinal scale.
Results showed that in terms of complete absinence, hypnotic
susceptibility was not significant. However, this study
also reported on the reduction of amount smoked by subjects
who r¡ere not abstinent. Results showed that when the 15
most and 15 least susceptible subjects t¡/ere examined, the
results for smoking reduction urere significant (Chi square =
4.88, d. f. = L, p < .05).
Schubert (1983) used the Harvard Group Scale of
Hypnotic Susceptibility to determine the effect of
hypnotizabilify. Results shoved that there was no
significant difference. Howeverr äs in the Perry and Mullen
(19?5) study, significance was found at the four nonth
follov-up for subjects t¿ho reduced their smoking (F= 4.68, p
< .039).
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) did not administer a hypnotic
susceptibility scale to their subjects. Rather, subjects
rtere asked for self perception of depth of trance. Results
shoved that self perception of trance leve1 was not
significantly related to success. Àlso, the authors note
that only 10 percent of the successful group felt they had
achieved a reaIly significant leveI of trance. Thirty-five
percent of the successes felt they vere either not
hypnotised at all or only slightly hypnotised.
Sheehan and Surrnan ( 1982

Other Treatment Results
The purpose of most of the studies reviewed vas to

determine the effectiveness of the treatnent.

Success vas

usually considered total abstinence from smoking. Hovever,
some of the studies did record other treatnent results.
These are l-) a reduction in the amount smoked 2l veight
gain, and 3) emotions after treatment.
Reduction of the Àmount Snoked Àfter Treatment

In addition to studying abstinence rates after
treatment, many studies also recorded smoking reduction as
retated to treatment (Baer et al., 1985; Byrne e Whyte,
L987; Cornvell et ã1., i-981-; Lanbe et aI., 1985; Perry a
MuIlen, L975¡ Rabkin et aL.r'1984; Schubert, 1983; Sheehan

&

Bl_

Surman, L982; Watkins, 1976 ) .

Of the 137 subjects available for follow-up at two
years in the study by Baer et aI. (1986), seven reduced

their amount smoked. Tventy-three of the 137 subjects rrere
abstinent at tvo years. Byrne and Ï{hyters (1987) results
shor,¡ed that there vas a reduction in the amount snoked from
baseline to termination of treatment. However, the anount
smoked increased at the three ¡nonth f ollov-up ti¡ne. By
seven and 12 months, the authors report that of those rr¡ho
continued to smoke, 35 percent reduced their amount smoked.
There \ras no significant difference between reduction and
the different types of treatments tested.
Lambe et al. (1986) reported that some subjects
reduced their amount smoked. However, at 12 months
follorr¡-up, this reduction was not significantly different
from a control group. Perry and Mullen (1975) found that 31
percent of subjects had reduced their amount smoked by 50
percent. This result Lras recorded at three months. Rabkin
et aI. (1984) reported that at six nonths there vas a
significant reduction in amount smoked. Schubert (1983)
found a significant difference in the reduction of amount
smoked betveen treated groups and a vaiting list control
group. Sheehan and Surman (1982) reported that 50 percent
of subjects r¡ho were stilJ smoking at 15 months follov-up
reduced their amount smoked by 40 percent. Seven percent of
sub jects rr¡ho still" snoked increased their amount smoked.
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) f ound that eight clients who did not
quit smoking had reduced their amount snoked. This result
vas noticed at the termination of the treatment. Àt six
months follolr-up, however, I{atkins reports that these
subjects had increased their amount smoked.
Cornr¡e]l et 41. (1981) found that at tvo months' three
subjects in 20 had reduced the amount of cigarettes smoked.
There r¡tas no significant difference in reduction and type of
Ífatkins

(

19?6

treatment (single- or multi- sessions) used.
We

i qht Ga.i n

as

Re

lated to

Snok

ing Cessat i on

Studies show that veight gain is associated vith
smoking cessation for some subjects (Baer et a1., I976¡
Barabasz et al.,

1986; CornvelI et 41., 1981; Javer (1980);

Sanders, L977¡ Sheehan & Surman, 1-982). However, Schubert
( 1983 ) reported that we ight gain by people r¡ho quit srnoking

vas not different from those vho continued.
seventy-one percent of subjects r¡¡ho quit smoking in the
Baer et al. (1975) study gained weight. The average veight

gain was 11 pounds. This rr¡as a signif icant amount (tt 33I =
6.16, p < .001-). Ma1es and fenales did not differ
significantly in the amount gained. The average weight gain
for subjects who quit smoking in the Barabasz et al. study
was 9.24 pounds. Those 1tho continued to smoke gained an
average of 1 pound. The results are significant (t = 4.76t
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d. f . = 1'27t p < .001-). In this study, females who
stopped snoking gained more veight than ¡nales vho stopped.
Javel(1980)reportedthateightoutofl0treatnent
successes and four out of 10 failures gained weight. The
average veight gain for the sucesses tJas 7 L/4 pounds.
Sanders (!977 ) did not report on average veight gain' She
did, hovever, state that one person in the study gained 20
pounds. Sheehan and Surman (I982 ) found that 50 percent of
subjects treated gained veight as a result of trying to stop
smoking. 75 percent of those r¡ho quit gained veight. Their
average gain was 10.? pounds. People who failed to quiL
gained an average of 2 I/5 pounds. The differences in
weight gain between treatnent failures and successes is
significant (p < .001) .
schubert (1983) found that there vas no significant
difference in r*eiqht gain between people who quit or did not
quit snoking.
et aI. (1981) found that subjects abstinent
at one nonth follow-up noticed an average weight gain of 8.5
pounds (ranging from tr,¡o to 23 pounds). The authors
concluded that the issue of veight gain needs to be dealt
vith or some subjects may resume smoking to lose veight.
Cornu¡e11

Àffect Àfter Treatment
Some

studies reported on subjects I enotions as related
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to treatment (Barabasz et 41., 1986i Cornrtell et a1., 1981;
Sanders , I977; Sheehan & Surman, 3'9821 . Sanders reported
that people who quit smoking felt nore 'ractive, healthy and
pleased r¡ith kicking the habit" (p. 134 ) . Barabasz et al .
tested cLients for depression, using the Beck scale.
Results showed that clients who failed to quit smoking had
significantly higher depression scores than clients who
quit. Sheehan and Surman f ound s imi lar results . rrAlmost
2/3 of all subjects reported transient mood changes (usuaIIy
negative) after treatnent to stop smoking, almost L/2
feeling more irritable and more tense. Àlrnost L/4 felt more
anxious or nore depressed" ( p. 9 ) . Cornvell- et a1 . ( l-981)
found that most subjects who were abstinent for one r¡eek
reported withdrar*a1 symptoms. rrThese included irritability,
nerviness, emotionality, hunger, craving, tearfulness'
stomach cramps, depression, headaches, constipation, and
hyperventilationrr (Corn'*re11 et 41., 1981, p. 7?) .
Varìables Related To Treatment Success Or Failure

studies used questionnaires to determine i f there
vere any variables related to a subjectrs success or fa i lure
in treatment. Àverage age of subjects vas reported by most
studies. Three did an analysis to see if it related to
treatment success (Baer et ê1., l-986; Horwitz et a1. , 1985;
Rabkin et ä1., l-984) and found it not to be related.
Many
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However, Shergchuck et aI . (]-977 ) reported that hypnos is

subjects tended to be younger than subjects choosing another
treatment.
A subjectfs educational leveI was looked at by

some

researchers ( Horr.titz et aI . , 1985; Lanbe et aI . , L986;
Rabkin et al., 1984; Shewchuk et al., J-977). La¡nbe et al.
found that a college education r¡as related to success in
smoking cessation. Shewchuk et a1. reported that subjects

to be better educated. Hovever,
Rabkin et al. found that educational level díd not
differentiate the response betrueen their three smoking
cessation programs. Àlso, Horvitz et a1. found no
significant difference between treatment success or failure
t*ho chose hypnosis tended

and educational- 1eve1.

studies specifically explored the relationship
between gender and likelihood of success. Horvitz et al.
(1985) found that males vere more likeIy to be ex-smokers
than females at the one year follow-up (Chi sguäre = 7.55, p
< .05). However, Rabkin et al (1984) found gender vas not
related in three treatment programs.
Javel (1980) explored the relationship betveen smoking
success and many demographic and historic variables. He
found tvo variables to be significant.
Having a mother vho
smoked t¡fas related to success in treatment. Having a
medical history of a smoking-related illness !¡as related to
failure in treatment.
Tu¡o
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Researchers looked at the number of cigarettes

smoked

before treatment as related to success or failure (Baer et
al., 1986; Horvitz et al., 1985; Lambe et al., 1986). Each
of these studies found amount smoked to not be retated to
success or failure.
Lanbe et al. (1986) found that the nurnber of tines a
person tried to quit prior to treatment \Jas not related to
success. Sheehan and Surnan (1982) also found this.
Hovever, Horwitz et a1. (1985) did find a reLationship
between Length of previous quit time and success. Baer et
aI. (L986) also tested the length of previous quit times,
but found it not to be related to success.
Years snoked prior to treatment rras not associated r,¡ith
vhether or not the person would be successful (Horwitz et
â1., l-985; Rabkin et aI., 1984 ) . Shewchuk et al. (1977)
did find, hor*ever, that subjects in the hypnosis group had

not been smoking for as long as subjects in the group
therapy or individual counselling groups.
Is Hvpnosis For Snokinq Cessation Better Than No Treatment?
To ans!¡er vhether hypnosis for smoking cessation is

better than no treatnent, a control group needs to be
included in a study. However, it is difficult to design a
control condition that rr,i rr adequately test the question.
ït seems that people vho have decided to quit smoking could
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be divided into tr¡o groups. One group is given hypnosis
treatment, and the other attempts to quit tr¡ithout any

treatment. It can be argued, though, that people who can
quit without treatment do not sign up for hypnosis or other
research approaches.
Therefore¿ researchers typically design a control group
called the waiting list controls. These people contact the

researcher for an appointment and are told they cannot be
given treatment for a certain period of time. During this

time the vaiting list people are contacted at follo!¡-up
points to see if they have quit smoking on their o\dn. À
researcher needs to determine, though, if the control
subject obtained other treatnent elsevhere. After the
vaiting period the control group is given treatment.
There are ethical concerns with almost any type of
control group. For example, hov long should these people
left waiting for treatment? Many of the studies reviewed
did not use a control condition. This rnay be due to the
difficulties associated rlith conducting such a 9roup.
Eleven studies, did, however, use some type of control

be

group. These niIl be discussed.
Five studies had a group of subjects in the vaiting
list control group (Cornwell et âI., 1981; Jeffrey et al.,
1985; Pederson et ä1., 1'975; Rabkin et 41., L9B4; Schubert'
1983). Others used a type of minimal treatment as a control
group. Barkley et aI. (7977 ) gave the controls seven 60

8B

minute group sessions. The subjects were told that the only
vay to quit smoking was cold turkey' The group time was

spentdiscussingprobtemsrelatedtoquittingsmoking,and
r,ratching f ilms related to smoking. Àlthough this group ttas
intended as a control, it resembles group counselling in
some!'ays.ThesubjectsinthecontrolgroupusedbyLambe
et aI. (1986) vere given a handbook on quitting smoking'
Àlsortheyveregivenaletternotifyingthemthatthe
phys ic ians at the cl inic hoped they r¡ould quit smok ing '
The controls used by shewchuk et a1. (1977 ) consisted
of subjects r¡¡ho had dropped out of the other treatment
programs. controls in the Javel (l-980) study were told they
could not be given an appointment' They were given a
referral to another treatnent if desired. Barabaszt et a1'
(1986) gave the control group a one-session psychological

evaluation.

Àfteraninitialintakeinterviev,subjectsinthe
Byrne and llhyte ( l-987 ) study \{ere given the option of being
in an unaided control group. MacHovec and Man (1978) used a
groupofuntreatedcontrols.Studiesthatincludeda
control condition are meta-analysed in Table 4. Chi squares
and p values vere calculated for these studies using the
technique described by MacPherson (198?, p' 76)' Results
that overall, hypnosis treatment groups have
sÍgnificant1ymoreSuccesSeSthancontro]-groupS(p<

show

.00003 ) .
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Table

4

Meta-analvsis of Hypnosis Treatment vs. control Groups
Author
Bark Iey
Cornse 1 1
Jave 1

Jeffrey

Lambe
MacHovec
Peders on

Schubert

Shevchuk

Control

Group

Chi square

Àttent i on-PIacebo

2.06
.2L
10.75
19.04
.05
5.85
L .25

ï{aiting list
No appointnent
Waiting list
Waiting list
Untreated
Waiting list
Waiting list

6

7

Non-attenders

Overa I

.99

2.44
1

p value

Z value

.2
.02
.005
<.001
>.3
.02
.3
.005
.2

.84
2.05
.58
3.08
0.00
2.05
.32
2.58
.84
2

I = L4.54 / 3.0 = 4.85
p

.00003

Conclus i on

À reviev of the types of hypnosis treatments for
smoking shows that generally the individual one-session,

multi-session, group, and combined approaches alI have
similar success rates. overarr, treatments ernploying
hypnosis are generally 35.9 percent successful for six
months. This has been shorrn to be significantly more
effective than a series of contror groups. Hypnosis is
viable treatment alternative for smoking cessation.

a
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ÀPPENDIX

B: Àdvertisenent and Distribution List

Poster ad:
DO YOU WÀNT TO QUIT

SMOKTNG?

is being offered
as part of a universitY

FREE HYPNOSIS

smoking cessation studY'

Appo i

ntrnents are

ava i

lable

for 50 peoPIe. Karin Harris,
a certified HYPnotheraPist and
Educational PsYchoIogy Graduate
Student, will be conducting the
sess ions

.

For an aPPointment or more
infornation, ca1L 667-7058'
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Poster Distribution List: (!linnipeg, Manitoba)

Dr. Scott-Herridge, Chiropractor in North Kildonan
Pregnancy Distress Service, dovntown
Manitoba Lung Àssociation

University Centre, University of Manitoba
Education Building, University of Manitoba
Nursing Faculty, University of Manitoba
Word Processing Centre, U of M
Polo Park Dental Centre

Fort Gary Woments Resource Centre
Interfaith Pastoral Institute
Womenrs Health Clinic
Klinic
Creative Retirernent
Alcoholism Foundation of Manitoba
Canadian Cancer Society

Manitoba Hypnosis Àssociation, given to six nembers

Paul Madak, University of Manitoba

Bill SchuIz, UDiversity of Manitoba
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APPENDTx

c:

Randomized Table

For Àssigning clients to

Treatnent

clients vere randomry assigned to the tvo groups.
Hor.¡ever, since it was anticipated that nore femares r¡ould
vorunteer, and such r¿as the case, every second male calrer
Lras autonatically assigned to the opposite group as the
f irst nale carler. First mare calrers ,Jere randomry
assigned a group. The table belor¿ was used to assiqn
subjects to groups. rf there rdas an even random ,lu^ou.
beside the calIer number, the carler vas assigned to the
three-session group, and odd nurnbers \rere used to assign to
the one-session group. The forloving table uas used:

carrer

Random

calrer

Random

calrer

Random

carler

Random

Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number

L

4

16

25

31_

68

46

30

2

34

L7

B1

32

40

47

63

3

76

l_8

99

33

25

4B

4B

4

80

l_9

21,

34

95

49

55

5

55

20

79

35

38

50

32

6

59

2t

43

36

53

5l-

59

7

43

22

55

37

46

52

33

I

46

23

46

3B

59

53

91

93

9

35

24

9B

39

69

l_0

32

25

22

40

22

tt_

74

26

67

4t

76

t2

9

27

t_3

42

15

1-3

92

2B

8

43

45

L4

59

29

16

44

1B

1_5

5

30

5

45

93
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APPENDIX

D: Schedule for Àppointments

X - available appointment times
TIME

HON

TUES

WED

THURS FRI

00

l-0:30

x

x

X

x

10 30

11:30

x

X

x

x

1l_ 30

12:30

off

off

off

off

9

t2

30

2200

X

X

X

X

2

00

3:00

x

x

x

X

3

00

4:30

X

X

X

X

4

:30

5:30

c

off

off

off

5

:30

6:30

I

x

X

I

6

:30

B:00

I

X

x

I

I :00

9:00

x

x

v

lass

SAT

XX
XX
off off
XX
XX
XX
off off
XI
XI
XV
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E: Ouestionnaires and Data Collection

ÀPPENDIX

Forms

Hypnosis for Smoking Cessation:
Pre-Sess ion Questionnaire
Name:

Àddress:
Phone Nu¡nber:

Í{ork

Home :

:

Gender: 18 (42%) MaIe 25 (58t) Female

Àge: l-9 to 59 years, average 31
i_

2I
1b
I

¿

2%\ under 20
49%) 20 - 29
37%) 30 - 39

7r) 40 5%) 50 -

49
59

Please note that all questions are optional.
l-. Approxinately hov many cigarettes did you snoke
yesterday?

0 to 51, average 20
B
19%) 0 - L2
55%) 13 25
2B
15%) 26 - 38
5
1

2%) 39

-

5r.

that nurnber of cigarettes typical of the number
you snoked each day in the last week? Please circle:
34 (79t) YES
9 (21%) ¡¡o
b) If NO, what was the typical number of cigarettes that
you smoked in a day over the past rr¡eek of so?
30 12
513-25
026-38
l- 7s
3. Approximately hov old t¡ere you when you first began
smoking regularly?
2. a)

Was

96

L2 to 23, average

L7

2L%\ 10 t4
5s%) 1s - l-9
14%) 20 29

9

28
6

4. Have you ever quit smoking before? Please circle:
4l- (951) YES
2(5%)NO
5. a) If YES, how many times have you quit?
22 I
92
43
34
3 more than 9
b) Yfhat Lras the longest length of time that you quit
for?

170-2months

15 3 - 6 rnonths
57-lz¡nonths
4 L2+

5. Do other people in your household s¡noke? Please circle:
2r (49t) YEs
22 (s1q) NO
7. a) If YES, horu many people in your household smoke?
14

i-

42
23

l_4

B. How did you find out about this study? Pl-ease circle
the Ietter:
20 (47% A. from a friend t rplative t oÍ co-vorker
16 ( 378 B. from a poster at U of M
6 (14% C. fron a poster elsevhere
1(2% D. from a nerrrspaper
E. on television
F. other, please
spec i

fy:

9. If you found out about this program from a poster, vhere
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was it located ( ie. r.'hat building or organization)?
11 University Centre
6 Faculty of Education

2 Transport Canada
L Klinic
1 Womenfs Health Clinic
1 Pregnancy Distress
1 Child Guidance Clinic
10. Please indicate vhich of the following statements best
applies to you: Please circle ONE of A or B:
37
4
2

85%) À. Smoking has affected my health
9%) B. Smoking has not affected rny health
5%) No ansver

11. If you chose A above, in what ways do you think smoking
has affected your health?
23
L2
B

I

5

5
3

53%) Shortness of breath
28%) Reduced endurance
19%) Lack of energy or tiredness
l-9% ) Other
l-4% ) More colds or bronchitis
(72t) Coughing or t*heezing
7%

2

5t

2
1

5%
2%

Sore throat
Chest pain
Exacerbates other health problem(s)
Headaches

12. What benefits did you get from smoking? P1ease circle
of the following - NOTE: you nay circle MORE than one.
70%) À. to help me relax
30
74%l B. something to do rr¡ith my hands
32
53%) C. to help me rshen f 'm angrY
23
27
63t) D. to help me r*hen I'm bored
4
9%) E. to feel part of a crovd
30%) F. I like holding a cigarette
13
4
9t) G. I donrt knov
7
l-5%) H. other, please specifY;
I (1er) I. to celebrate feeling happy
33 (77%) J. to help ne r¿hen I r¡n nervous
K. to help ne vhen Irm afraid
1-5 (27T^
t7 ( 408 L. to help me vhen Itm sad
M. I like the sensation of smoke in my lungs
7 ( 16%
l-3. Of the benefits that you selected above, vhich one or
two would you say are the most important to you?

ANY
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À. 5 H.
B. 1 r.
3C. 10J.
5 D. 1- K.
2 E. 5 L.
4 F. 2 ¡1.
0 G.
L4. What, if anything, might keep you from quitting
smoking? Please circle ÀNY of the following - NOTE: you may
circle MORE than one.
13 (l-3%) À. friends vho snoke
5 ( l-2t ) B. partner,/Spouse who smokes
20 (47%) C. veight gain
0 ( 0%) D. nothing
4 ( 9%) E. other, please specify:
31 (72%) F. Iack of willpover
4 ( 9%) G. deciding to be a smoker
25 (58%) H. stress
15. Hor¡ much do you r¡ant to quit smoking? P1ease circle
ONE of the follovins:
32 (74t) À. a 1ot
9 ( 2l-% ) B. somevhat
0 ( 0%) C. not smuch
0 ( 0%) D. I don't know
0 ( 0%) E. other, please specify:
2 ( 5t ) no ansì{er
16. I{hat are your reasons for vanting to quit smoking?
Please circle ANY of the f ollorling - NOTE: you may circle
MORE than one.
2I (49%) A. to have more energy
37 (86%) B. to be more healthy
22 (51t) C. to breathe easier
32 (74t) D. to save money
9 (21%) E. because of pressure from others to be a
nonsmoker
0 ( 0t) F. I donrt know
L2 (28%) G. other, please specify:
B (i-9t) H. to get rid of the coating on my tongue
L7 (40%) I. to have clean smelling clothes
7 (l-6%) J. to feel more accepted around nonsmokers
22 (51%) K. to be more active in sports or exercise
L7. Of the above reasons for wanting to quit smoking, vhich
1-5

l_1
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ONE

or

are the most important to
9 À. 11 c.
26 B. 1 H.
6 C. 1 r.
11 D. l_ J.
3 E. 6 K.

TIIO

you?

0 F.

18. Have you ever been hypnotized before? Please circle:
9 (21%) YEs
31 (72%) NO
3 ( 7t ) no ansrrer
19. Hov helpful do you think hypnosis will be in assisting
you to quit smoking? Please circle only ONE of the
following:
9 (21-t) A. very helpful
3 ( 7%) B. noderately helpful
0 ( 0%) c. slightly helpful
l- ( 2%) D. not at all
27 (63%) E. I donrt know
0 ( 0%) F. other, please specify:
3 ( 7%') no ansr.ter
20. Please state your reason(s) for choosing hypnosis for
quitting smok ing:
L4
l-4
l_1

13
7
4

2
2

will work
26% need assistance with quitting
30%
tried other methods and they havenrt
l-6%) itts free
9%) seems worth a try
5t) curiousity
5%) painless method
33%) heard/believe hypnosis
33%) other

r¿orked
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First Session Data Sheet
Cl

ient

Number:

Date:
Time:

l-.

llays to achieve benef its

f

rom

smok

ing by other

means:

26 (60%) not sure or no ansr^ter
B (19%) something to occupy hands
L2%) chew gum or eat sunf lor¡er seeds
5
3
7%) distraction activity such as walking
1
2%j doesnf t r¿ant a replacement
2. What methods have you tried for quitting smoking?
27 ( 6 3t ) no ansr¡f er
5 (L2%) nicotine gum
4 ( 9t) accupuncture
4 ( 9%) smoke enders
3 ( 7%) other

3. Do you have ä favourite outdoor place?
40 (93t) YES
3(7%)NO
4. Can you remernber a time vhen you felt you had succeeded
at something?
39
3
1

91t)

YEs

7%) NO
2%) no ans!/er

5. Response to the Swish:
16
3 7t ) worked r¡e 11
I 19% ) didnrt do the sr,/ish
7
16t) difficulty visualizing
? (l-5%) r¿orked tyelI after 2-3 times
5 ( l-2* ) not sure
6 . Questions,/com¡nents re hypnosis explanation:
29
4

3
2
2
l_

67%) no conment
9%) other
?ot) have seen another hypnotist
5%) sounds nice/relaxing

5t) found explanation helpful
with explanation

2%) bored

10

1 ( 2%) concerned
1 ( 2%) no ans\der
7. Questions/comments re beinq in control:
37 (86t) no comment
4 ( 9%) concerned
1 ( 2%) found explanation helpful
1 ( 2\) no ansver
I . Ouest i ons,/comments re f ree to move or leave :
39
2

1
i_

9

.

90%) no comment
5%) laughed
2%) found it helpful
2%\ no anslrer

Quest i ons,/comments
4L

I

1

re

to

know

conmon f ee l

ings in

hypnos is

95%) no comment
2%) surprised
2%) no anslrer

1-0. Hypnotized
11
31
L

bef ore?
26%\ YES
72%) NO
2%) no answer

11. Questions/comments re this study:
39 (90%) no comment
2 ( 5ts) other
1- ( 2%) angry
i- ( 2%) no ansr¡rer
12. Questions/comments re hypnosis script:
32
5
1

1
L

1
1

L

4%) no conment
I2%) sounds relaxing/nice/interesting

7

2%) laughed
2%) surpr ised
2%) bored

2t) found explanations helpful

2%) other
2%) no ans!¡er

13. Tape selected
55t ) \{aves
I (l-9%) thunderstorm
7 (16t) trance tones

24

2 (

5eo)

nothing

:

t_

]-02

1( 2%) birds
1 ( 2%) no answer
L4. Other before hypnosis:
2L ( 50ts no comment
7 (L5% concerned about weight
4(9% other
3(7% ad¡nired books on shelves
2(s% heard hypnosis works
r_(2% joining an exercise program
1(2% fa1ls asleep easily
1(2% previous hypnosis didnrt work
l- ( 2e, had a cigarette before hypnosis
l- ( 2%) nervous
1 ( 2%) no ans!¡er
l-5. Pr imary access systen:
.Lð
42%) visual
11
26%) auditory
9
21,%) k inesthetic
5
L2"¿) donrt know
16. Responses during hypnosis:
17 (408) visually very relaxed
I (19%) frequently shifting
6 (L4e.l body foIlor¡s instructions ie. eyelids
up, oorlIn .
4 ( 9e") no readable signs
2 ( 5%) deep breathing
2 ( 5%) frequent coughing
2 ( 5%) frequent sr¡a11or*ing
l- ( 2e") fe11 asleep
1 ( 2%) no anslter
17. Experimentor estimate of depth of trance:
2I

I

9

2
2

1

49T^

low

18%

low

2r%
5g

med

5%

¡ned

+

i un
i um

hish

+

2%) fel1 asleep

l-8. Hov vas hypnosis?
28
7

3
2

55%) relaxing and enjoyable
158 ) rr okay"
7%) other
5%) feel light headed

move
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L
1
l_

2%) feel sleepy
2%\ not r¡hat was expected
2%) feels Iike being stoned

19. T{ould you change anything next tine?
32

74%

1

2%
2%
2%
29"

1
l_

l1
l_

1

l-

7t

2\
2%
2%
2%

no changes

change pink balloon exercise

would like to go deeper in a trance
had difficulty visualizing
rvould like to spend longer in hypnosis
reaI1y have to vant to quit for this to work
instructions should be more concrete
need more time to create images
felt cold during hypnosis
other

20. Questions,/comments re self hypnosis:
43 (1009) no comment
2L. Other comments after hYPnosis:
3e (91r) no comment
r_ ( 2%) hard to believe it vilI uork
2%
feel it has already worked
1
sould like to buy vave tape
1
29"
hypnosis helped r,rith relationships
t2%
smok

ing

and
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Second Session Data Sheet
Cl

ient

Nu¡nber

:

Date:
Time:

1.

Srnoking?

8 YES
3NO
1no anst¡er
2

.

Reduced s¡nok i ng?

B reduced

3. Problem times:
2 - r¡ith friends who s¡noke
2 - in the car
l- - studying
1 - most situations
1 - meetings
l- - r¡hile concentratinq
i- - none
1 - parties
l- - breaks
l- - no anstter
4. Comnents before hypnosis:
3 - none
3 - difficult not to smoke
l- - believed hypnosis vorked
1 - couldnrt remember last session
1- - didntt believe hypnosis could vork
1 - sessions helped, but not hypnosis
1 - gained weight
5. Hypnosis program changes/if any:
5 - none
2 - no clouds
2 - write name on success board
1 - reframing exercise
1 - no music or dr. flower
l- - no pink balloon
6. Comments after hypnosis:

t_05

6311l- -

f

eIt ¡nore relaxed,/very relaxed this time

other
vanted to go deeper
hypnosis helpful as a reinforcement
didn't go as deep
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Third Session Data Sheet
CIient

Number:

Date:

Tine:

1.

Srnok

ing?

4

YES

3NO

7.

Reduced smoking?

2 reduced
3.

Problem times:

.

4.

211
1l- '
l- -

none

most situations
meetings

vhile concentrating
stressful times
no ansver

Comments

before hYPnosis:
counselling part of session helpful' hypnosis

Lthe
1 gained 10 Pounds
5 - no comment
5. Hypnos is program changes,/ i f any:
I - no music
2 - r¡rite name on success board
2 - no clouds
6. Comments after hYPnosis:
1 - felt very tired
1 - r¡ould like more sessions
1 - doesn't Like self-hYPnosis
1 felt as if could rrconquer the r¡orldrl
I - gone through alot of changes as a result of the
sessions
L - felt very relaxed
L _ used hypirosis that was learned in theofsessions
medication
in aeniistrs chair to reduce amount

not

l_07

needed

l- - felt

went even deePer this tine
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First TelePhone FoIIolt-uP Form
Cl

ient

:

Date:

Group:

1-

session / 3 session

Sessionsattended:123
1. Have you smoked since your last hypnosis session?
38 (88%) YES
5 (IZ"t) NO (tr,¡o subjects had had one cigarette)
2. I f YES to l-:
3. Hov much time passed betr¡een your last cigarette
the time You started smoking?
280-1week
7 L 2 veeks
32-3weeks
4.Hoveasywasitfoxyoutonotsmokeduringthat
t ine?

11 1. very easy

7 2. somervhat easy
5 3. sonewhat difficult
B 4. very difficult
5 no ansl,¡er
5. What r¡ere your reasons for beginning smoking?
11 stress
7 no ansver
6 vanted to

smoke

3 not sure
3 other smokers
2 crisis
2 withdrau¡a1 sYmPtons
i. bad daY
l- lack of reinf orcement
t habit
1 boredom
6. Are You currentlY smoking?
35

YES

lNO
1 no anstder

and
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7. If YES, hov important is it to you to quit?
15 l-. very important
10 2. somevhat imPortant
6 3. somevhat not imPortant
1 4. not at all
4 no ansver
8. Do you anticipate trying another progran to stop

smok i ng?

L7 YES
12 NO

7 not sure
1 no ansver
If YES, what?
10 not sure
4 hypnosis
2 smoke enders
1 laser
9. If NO to 1.: Hov easy is it for you to not snoke?
2 L. very easy
3 2. somevhat easy
0 3. somer¡hat diff icult
0 4. very difficult
10. Was the hypnosis helpful in assisting you to quit?
37

YES

3NO

3 no answer
lL. If YES to 10, hov helpf u1 r*as' it?
L7 1. very helpful
18 2. somewhat helPful
4 3. somer,¡hat not helPful
2 4. not helpful at all
2 no answer
L2. Did you do the self hypnosis exercise?
30 YES
11 NO
2 no ans!¡er

13. If YES, how often per

daY?

l-1 0

770-3times
3 4 7 tines
4 7+
6 not sure or no ansl¡Ier
14. If NO to !2, Why not?
4 didnrt remember
1 didn't think I could do it
l- didn t t think it sas inPortant
5 no anst¡er
15. If NO to 12, Do you think that not doing the self
hypnosis affected your being able to quit?
5 YES
1NO
4 no ansrûer

l-6. How would you
program?

rate the location of the hypnosis

9 1. very convenient
9 2. somer¡hat convenient
6 3. somer,¡hat inconvenient
1-2 4. very inconvenient
7 no answer
L7 . How rsould you rate your appointment tine(s)?
29 1. very convenient
3 2. somer¿hat convenient
1 3. somevhat inconvenient
0 4. very inconvenient
10 no

ans\¡Ier

18. In terms of the time you spent in the progran,
you say the tine involved Yas:
0 1. too much
21 2. just right
15 3. too littIe
6 no anslter
QUESTION

would

19 FOR THREE SESSION DROPOUTS:

19. Originally you signed up for three sessions, and you
didntt complete all three. ?Ias this because:
1 a. you started smoking and vere too embarrassed
to return
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felt discouraged because it didnrt t¡ork right
aLray
found the hypnosis vorked and you didnrt need
to return
lost interest
other:
5 - too busy
1 - wanted to smoke
2 - family crisis
2 no answer
20. Looking back on it no\ar, vhen you first signed up, hors
much did you vant to quit smoking?
1-9 a. alot
15 b. somewhat
0 c. not much
0 d. donrt know
0 e. other
9 no ansl¿¡er
2L. Based on your experience, vould you reconnend hypnosis
to other people vanting to quit?
2 b.
0 c.
0 d.
B e.

29 YES
l_ No

4 not sure
9 no ansrde r
22. Is there any advice you could give me f or irnproving
this program?
Comments vere as follows:
improve location
session too long
make first follov-up call sooner
vasnft ready to quit
stress self-hypnosis more
excellent progran
more sessions
used hypnosis techniques for dental vork
pink balloon exercise needs more time
would like emergency availability of hypnotist
hypnosis nore motivating than other methods tried
prepare people nore for vithdrar¡al symptoms
have people go deeper
trigger negative reinforcernent with srnoking, such as
nausea

soothing voice
en joyed hypnos is, it rrras very relaxing
found hypnosis helped

I72
do more Itbridgingttin

hypnosis vith current situation
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Second Telephone Fol1ow-up Form
C1

ient

:

Date:

Group: 1 session / 3 session
1. Have you smoked since the last follow-up calt?

0 YES ( one subject had one cigarette
5NO

)
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Third Telephone FoIIoLt-up
Cl

Form

ient:

Date:

session / 3 session
1. Have you smoked since the last

Group:

1-

O YES
5NO

f

oIlolt-up cal-l?
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F: consent Forrn: (Three-session Approach)
l-. The purpose of this project is to see hov nany people
will quit srnoking sith three hypnosis sessions.
2, Requested of you will be:
a) to sign this consent form if you wourd rike to take
part in the study.
b) to fill out a two page questionnaire (aIl questions
are optional ) .
c) to attend three schedured hypnosis sessions. The
first will last for 7s minutes, and-Lhe second and third
will last for 55 minutes each.
d ) to ansrrer f o11ov-up questions ( by telephone or
mail), oner tvo, and three months after the enã of the
sess
ÀPPENDTx

i ons

.

3. fn total, the time requested of you vilI

approximateJ.y f our hours.

be

4. À11 questionnaire inf ormation r.ril1 be kept conf idential,
tvith only the researcher, Karin Harris, having access
to it.
The results of the questionnaires will be tabulated, and
only totals r,/iII be published (with no references to
individuals whatsoever ) .
Any information discussed during the hypnosis
will be strictry confidentiar betweeñ you and the sessions
researcher. rn some instances, the researcher nay need to
consult with the project advisor, Bill Schulz. In these
cases, names or identifying information will not be

revealed.

5. You räy, at any time, withdrav from this
project, r¡rithout any penalty. This means thatresearch
you
to leave at any time before t or during the hypnõsis are free
sessions. Àrso, you may cancel subsequent .póointments
without any penarty, and you nay state that yãu not be
contacted f or f ol lo\c-up.
5. T{hen this study is complete, the totar number of people
r¿ho quit srnoking for three nonths r,¡iII be published, åtoig
with other comments on the study. A copy ãt the stüay
report will be mailed to you if you are interested in
receiving it. Prease check one: _
yes r wouLd like to
receive a copy of the report, or
ño, r do not r¡ant to
receive a copy of the report
You may ask questions regarding the study at any time,
7.
before, during, or after the nypnoiis sessions.
yot rnay
also call the researcher for any additional inforrnation
at
667-7058.

i_

16

B. This study is being done for a Masterrs thesis in
Educational psychology.
rt is our lop" that you vill find the hypnosis sessions
relaxing and enjoyabre.
rf at any time you téel discomfort,
knor^¡ that you are f ree to 1eave.
Researcher, Karin Harris

Project Àdvisor, BiII SchuIz
Signature of Consent
Date
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Àppendix F: Consent Form: One-session Àpproach

1. The purpose of this project is to see hon many people
r¡i l1 quit srnok ing t¡ith one hypnos is sess ion.
2. Requested of you will be:
a) to sign this consent form if you would like to take
part in the study.
b) to fill out a two page questionnaire (aIl questions
are optional ) .
c) to attend one scheduled hypnosis session, lasting 75
minutes.
d ) to ans!/er f ollorrr-up questions ( by telephone or
mail ), one, two, and three months after the end of the
sess i on .

3. fn total, the time requested of you vi1I

be

approximately two hours.
4. À11 questionnaire information t¡i11 be kept confidential,
rr¡ith only the researcher, Kar in Harr is, having access to it .
The results of the questionnaires will be tabulated, and
only totals '¡i I1 be publ ished ( with no ref erences tcr

individuals r¿hatsoever ) .
Any information discussed during the hypnosis session
wiIl be strictly confidential betceen you and the
researcher. In some instances, the researcher may need to
consult r¿ith the project advisor¿ BilI Schulz. In these
cases, names or identifying information vi11 not be
revealed.

5. You may, at any time, withdrav from this research
project, t*ithout any penalty. This means that you are free
to leave at any time beforet or during the hypnosis session.
Alsor you may state that you not be contacted for follow-up.
5. When this study is complete, the total number of people
r¡ho quit smoking for three months r¡iI1 be published, along
sith other comnents on the study. A copy of the study
report wiIl be mailed to you if you are interested in
yes I t¡¡ould like to
receiving it. Please check one: _
receive a copy of the report, or _
Dor I do not want to
receive a copy of the report.
7. You may ask questions regarding the study at any time,
before, during, or after the hypnosis session. You may also
cal-l the researcher for any additional information at
667-7058.

8. This study is being done for a Masterfs thesis in
Educational Psychology.

t_t_B

t is our hope that you rli I I f ind the hypnos is sess i on
relaxing and enjoyable. If at any tiure you feel discomfort,
know that you are free to leave.
Researcher, Karin Harris
I

Project Advisor, Bill

Signature of Consent
Date

Schulz
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ÀPPENDIX

G: Session Script

Pre-hypnotic Discussion
This part of the session vas used to build rapport with
the client and prepare him or her for the hypnosis.

Of

importance was to determine the cl-ientrs reasons for vanting

to quit smoking, so that these could be repeated during the
trance state.

Also, hypnosis in general was described in

order to aLleviate any fears about it.

The folloving

questions and topics vere discussed with each subject:

1. The researcher explained hypnosis. That is, it ï¡as
described as a trance state. Naturally occuring trance
states are states that happen in a personts life, that are
not consciously directed. One example is vhen a person
drives to work, but does not remember actually driving.
Another is the state just before falling asleep. Hypnosis,
then, is a guided trance state.
2. The researcher described vhat hypnosis is used for.
That is, it is a way for a person to access his or her
unconcious mind to nake the chanqes he or she desires.
3. Explained to the person uas that he or she would be
in control. Instructions and guided inagery could be
changed inside the personrs nind to be more suitable.
4. The person vas inf ormed that he or she rrras free to
move around during the hypnosis to become comfortable.
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5. The person !/as informed that he or she \ras free to
end the session at any tirne (even during the hypnosis), for
¡vhatever reason.

6. Discussed lrere common feelings people notice during
hypnosis - such as feeling heavy and relaxed t ot feeling a
floating sensation.
Described vere signs a person may notice as

7.

indications of having been in a trance state - such as time
passing by faster than is thought.
8.

The client

was asked his or her reasons for vanting

to quit smoking. He,/She v/as then told that these reasons
would be repeated back during the hypnosis.
9.

The client

from smoking.

How

vas asked what benefits were derived
can you achieve these benefits from other

means ?
l-0

.

Àsked

r¿¡as

rshether the cl ient kner¡ of an outdoor

place, real or imagined, that is very peaceful and joyful.
This imagery

rÁtas

then used in the trance state .

Cl

ients

r¡¡ho

did not knor* of a place immediately vere instructed to give
it some thought, and then during the hypnosis, to go with
shatever images came to their mind.

11. The client rrras asked if he or she could remember a
time of f eeling successf ul and proud. This imagery rras also
used during the trance state. Clients vho did not remember
this feeling were given the sane instructions as in point L0
above.

T2I

L2. If the client had been hypnotized before, he,/she
vas asked to describe the past hypnosis. This information
vas helpful for knor¡ing how to induce the trance for the
pers on .

13. Àny further questions regarding the study vere
anS\.tered.

L4. Generally described Lrere the steps to be used in
the hypnosis. For example, the client vas told rtfirst I
vill have you stare at a spot, and then when you close your
eyes I will count from 10 to one, and then I viII ask you to
imagine being on a path leading to your favourite outdoor
rt. Then asked \Aras if any of the statements
spot
should be changed. This step vas included to help clients
feel more comfortable, in that they knev what to expect out
of the hypnosis. Àlso, it \'¡as used to uncover any f ears,
such as the fear of being in the clouds. In these càses,
the hypnosis script nas changed by taking out the
instructions to imagine floating in the clouds. All other
instructions \dere the sane.
15. The client t¡as asked if there urere any other
issues to discuss before starting the hypnosis.
1-6. The client vas asked to do the Swish, described
below. This exercise was done to give the researcher
information on the clientrs internal access systems (ie.
visual, auditory, or kinesthetic ) . The inf ormation r^¡as then
used to assist the hypnotist in inducing the trance state.
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The swish is äs f ollor¡/s: rf Nov imagine

s

itting in a

movie

theatre vith a large screen:
a) see yourserf on the screen feeling proud and
successful (from the pre-hypnotic discussion)
b) now rnake that picture realIy smal1, and put it
at the botton left hand corner of the screen
c) nov imagine yoursel-f just about to tight a
c

i

garette

) at the count of three erase that picture and
make the smal1 picture of you feering successful fill
the
d

screenrt

e) repeat steps a) to d) tvo more times
17 . The crient !rð.s inf ormed that the researcher vould
ask him,/her to touch his,/her thumb to forefinger during the
hypnosis. This was done to create a kinesthetic anchor for
later use r.¡i th se 1f hypnos i s .
The Trance Induction

l-. The person was asked to recline the chair back and
become comfortabre. A selection of background nusic t/as
then offered. choices were: vave sounds, thunderstorm,
Manitoba bird sounds, musical tones t ot nothing.
2. The Dr. Flower technique of induction vas then used
to begin inducing the trance state. This is a method r,rhere
the person is asked to concentrate on a spot on the val1,
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and close his or her eyes vhen breathing out.

The person

then reopens the eyes to resume staring at the spot. Ten
counts of this rgere done, and the person \r/as told that at
any time he or she could keep the eyes closed.

3. A 10-to-one progressive reraxation count down was
then used¡ âs folrorrs: "Begin by taking a deep, slow breath,
pausing for just a moment after you inhale, and then
exhaling conpletely. Continue to breathe slowIy and
naturally. As you sink into this sroru, calm pattern of deep
breathing, imagine that with every breath out you rerease
tension and become more relaxed.
Now I am going to count backv¡ards f ron l-0 to one.
Continue to breathe very slovly and calrnly. Ten
gently drift your awareness to your feet and toes. Às you
breathe out imagine the tension reaving your feet and toes.
Breathing in relaxation and calmness, spreading through your
feet.
Nine
gently shift your avareness to your
calves, and lower legs, Feel them fully supported by the
chair as they become more relaxed, deeper, and deeper. Às
you inhale fuIly and naturally, dri ft deeper into a state of
calmness and peaceful relaxation.
Eight
gently concentrate on the muscles in your
quadriceps and upper ì.egs. Feel them relax and let go.
Seven
. feel your pelvic muscles and 1ower
stomache re1ax, slowly and calmly letting go of any tension.
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Às you continue to breathe naturally and s1ow1y, feel your
body fu11y supported by the chair beneath you. Gently go
deeper and deeper into calmness and peace '

bring your a\rtareness to the muscles in your
six
back. Às you breathe out, feel them fill with varnth and
relaxation. As you breathe s1ovIy and easily, aIlorv
yourself to drift deeper and deeper into a feeling of
calmness and serenitY.

your attention to your chest.
Às you breathe out allow the muscles in your rib cage to
relaxr so that your breathing becomes even more relaxed and
easy. Às you drift deeper into peacefulness
focus your attention on your shoulders,
Four
letting them drop and relax. Feeling freer and Iighter.

Five

Slov1y drift

Let then become loose and 1imp, feeting very relaxed and
caIm.

nolr gently consider the muscles in the
back of your head. Allor¡ these muscles to 90 foose and
1imp. Peacefully into a state of calmness and relaxation'
Thr ee

1r¡ogentlynoticeyourjawmuscles.Letthem
relax fuIly, perhaps even alloving your mouth to open a
slight bit as you drift deeper and deeper'
notice your eye muscles, and the muscles
One
surrounding them. Feel your upper eyelids against your
lover lids. Letting yourself nor¡ enjoy the feel-ing of being
deeply relaxed and at Peace.rf
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Hvpnos i s

A standard pattern of images and suggestions were used

for each subject, interspersed vith individualized
suggestions. All statements lr¡ere positively oriented. For
example, if a person wanted to quit smoking to become less
tired, suggestions !/ere stated to emphasize feeling more
energetic. Noxious imagery was NOT'used. That is, smoking
r^ras not paired rrrith harm and darnage to the body.
Suggestions were as f oIlor¡s:

1. 'rlmagine walking on a path that leads you to your
favourite outdoor place. FeeI your feet beneath the ground
as you walk. Notice the air against youl face. Look at the
surroundings around the path. Notice any sounds that you
hear along this path. Feel the muscles in your calves as
you take each step. As you are easily walking along this
path¿ you may notice in the distance your favourite outdoor
place

.

rl

2.
it out.

ftArriving at your favourite place no!¡, just check
Perfect
Make sure it is exactly as you vant it.

Notice the sights around you. Hear the
sounds associated vith youl favourite p1ace. Feel the air
against your face. You may even notice feelings of peace

and relaxing.

and contentment at this P1ace. ft
3. rrlook around this place and choose a spot to sit or
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lie down on. Às you are sitting or lying, feeling very
comfortable, a peaceful alertness. As you take in a deep
breath, look up at the blue sky above you. Begin breathing
in the air around you. Breath in the light blue air,
smelling the freshness of it. Breath in the blue sky around
you. with each breath in you may begin to feel lighter and
lighter. Each time you exhale you breathe out heaviness.
And as you breathe
Continuing to feel even lighter still.
in sky you may be a\^tare that you have almost stopped feeling
your body on the ground. Ttrs almost as if your body has
begun to gently lift off the ground. Continuing to breathe
in the blue light sky. And r¡ith each breath, feeling
yourself rise up a 1ittle higher and higher. You may even
notice yourself up in the clouds, floating and feeling free
and light. Às liqht as the air around you. Ànd no!/ you may
chose to continue floating, or perhaps even f1y off
somewhere. In a moment I ryill ask you to touch your thumb
to your forefinger. I v¡ilI begin now to talk about your
reasons for being a non-smoker. Touching your thumb nov to
your forefinger, remernbering that you can at any time in the
future repeat this simple act to recall this feeling of deep
relaxation.fr tPut in individualized reasons here.l
That is, the person t s ot¡In reasons f or vanting to quit
smoking vere repeated. For example, "realize that each day
you save more and more money from not smoking. You may even
begin to think about something special that you would like
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to

do t¡1 th

that

money

to rer¡ard yourself f or not

smoking

ll

to vithin your own mind say to
yourself any additional reasons for being a nonsmoker that
you might have. lfhen you have done this allow your hand to
return to it's or iginal resting pos ition '
4. frNol.¡ imagine yourself standing in f ront of a chalk
ItTake

a

moment nor^¡

rr

the board is r^¡ritten the vord CIGARETTES'
Approach the board and erase the vord. Now pick up a piece
of chalk and vrite: SUCCESS. FeeI what it feels like to be
successf uI. You are nor., a non-srnoker ' You have
successfully quit smoking. "
5. trNorr¡ imagine s itting in a movie theatre with a
large screen. Imagine yourself on the screen in the
future.ff tPut in personalized visualizations here. For
example, 'see the noney in your hand that you have saved
. t l rtAnd nolr,r jump into the movie and
f rom not smoking
actually be there. (The person r¿¡as asked to concentrate on
f ee l ings, images, sounds, etc . that r,¡ould be happen ing in
board.

On

this situation. )
frAnd no\4r I r¡ould like you to imagine yourself in a
future time vhen you vould previously have smoked. Feel
successful and proud that you are a non-smoker ' rl
6. "shrink this picture and put a pink ba1100n around
it . Have the balloon float up into the universe, collecting
aI I the energy that you need to continue to be a successful
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non-snoker

.

It

7. The person ì¡/as then taken out of the trance,
counting up from one to five.

by

À Form of Self Hypnosis

1.

The person !¡as inf orned that any time in the

future, he or she could take in a deep breath, and recall
all the positive benefits of being a non-smoker. The thumb
to f oref inger touch coul-d be used as a reminder of the
hypnosis.

The decision to use the self-hypnosis ttas left

r¿ith the cl ient

.

Post-hypnotic discuss ion

l-. The client r¿¡as asked, frI{hat !/ere your feelings,
reactions, thoughts, etc. about the hypnosis? l{ould you
change anything the next time?rl
2. Further appointments trlere confirmed with people in
the three-session approach. For the one-session people, the
researcher asked pernission to phone for a follov-up caIl in
four

weeks.
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ÀPPENDIX

H: Chapter Three Computations

Chi Square Calculations
Formula from MacPherson (1987)

Treat *1 Treat
B
À
D
C
Result 2
Resul-t lDefine

[=À+B
W=f,+D
x-A+c
Y=l+D
z'v+ï{
X/Z
P-V

o-v

R=!fl
S=W
Then

1.

2.

#2

Y/z
X/Z
Y/7.

chi square = (A-P)2/P + (B-Q)=/Q + (C-R)2/R + (D-S)2,/S

Treat #1 Treat *2
3
7
Result I
23
20
Result 2
10.00
V=
Q3.00
W=
27.00
x 15.00
Y=
53.00
I =
5.09
P=
4.91
O=
2L.9L
R=
2L.09
S=
1.79
Chi square =
Result L
Result 2
V=
I{ X=
Y=
I =

Treat *1 Treat
4
16
5.00
38.00
10.00

]3.00
43.00

#2
1

22

130

2.33
P=
2 .67
O=
l.7.67
R=
20 .33
S_
Chi square =
?

Result I
Result 2
V=
l{=
X=

2

.55

Treat #l- Treat

#2

1

4

I

30

q nn
38.00
3l_.00
l_2.00

43.00
3.60
l-.40
27 .40
10.60

oL_
n
I

R=
$=
chi square

=

Treat # l- Treat
0
Result

7

#2
7

1-

Resu1t

2

5

V=
tf=
X=

'7 nn
36.00
q nn
38.00
43.00
0.81
6 .19
4.L9

îr_

Íô=
R=
Þn

31 .

=

Treat #1 Treat
5
O
Result 2

Resu1t 1
v
Ít
x
Y
o
b

P

0
R
e

31

81-

Chi square

E

.63

34.00
9.00
5.00
38.00
43.00
3.95
30.05

1.05
7.95

l_.10

*2
29
9

13l_

Chi sguare

1 qn

=

Treat *l_ Treat
Result l4
Result 2
1
V=
14.00
W=

X=
dL_

P=
O=
R=
o-

l_.63

.37
.37
25 .63
1,2

3

X=
¡7_

P=
R=
a-

P=

0=

23
i_5

1ç, 7q

=

2.94
fi¿
J
3

7.00
t2 .00
13.00
6.00
19.00
4.79
2.2L

R=
B .2L
$=
3.79
chi square =
q

#2

q nn
38.00
43.00
2.79
2T .2L
2.2L

Treat *1 Treat
Result 1
4
Result 2
9
V=
!f=
X=
Y=
,7_

5.80

24 .00
l_9.00

chi Sguare
n

=

Treat #1 Treat
Result 1
1
Resu1t 2
4
$=
W=

l_0
ZB

29.00
5.00
38.00
43.00

chi Square
1

#z

Treat #1 Treat

0.55
*2
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Result I

2

2

7

ResuLt

V=
=
X=
Y=
z-

$f

P=?En

7.00
l-1.00
9.00
9.00
t_8.00

3.50
0=
R=
5.50
S=
5.50
Chi square =
10.

Treat f1 Treat
Result l2
Resu1t 2
6
V=

W=

X=
v

dL_

n
r-

#2
0

L2

2 .00
18.00
8.00
12.00
20.00

0.

B0

ô=
r .20
R=
7.20
S_
t_0.80
chi square =
l-1. Resul-ts f rom SÀS

2.10

3.33

1??

I: Chi Square Calculations
Single
Multi
Group CombÍned Total

ÀPPENDIX

Expected

97

52

l4

28

191

Observed

90

53

13

35

19

Di

t_

fference

Chi Square = 49/97

+

L/52

+

L/74 + 49/28 = 2.345 d.f . =

p>.2

3

